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Abstract

The concept of an “intrinsic motivation” is used in the psychology literature to
distinguish between behaviour which is motivated by the expectation of an immediate,
quantifiable reward (“extrinsic motivation”) and behaviour which arises because it is
inherently useful, interesting or enjoyable. Examples of the latter can include curiosity
driven behaviour such as exploration and the accumulation of knowledge, as well as developing skills that might not be immediately useful but that have the potential to be
re-used in a variety of different future situations. In this thesis, we examine a candidate
for an intrinsic motivation with wide-ranging applicability which we refer to as “future
state maximisation”. Loosely speaking this is the idea that, taking everything else to
be equal, decisions should be made so as to maximally keep one’s options open, or to
give the maximal amount of control over what one can potentially do in the future. Our
goal is to study how this principle can be applied in a quantitative manner, as well as
identifying examples of systems where doing so could be useful in either explaining or
generating behaviour.
We consider a number of examples, however our primary application is to a model
of collective motion in which we consider a group of agents equipped with simple visual
sensors, moving around in two dimensions. In this model, agents aim to make decisions
about how to move so as to maximise the amount of control they have over the potential
visual states that they can access in the future. We find that with each agent following
this simple, low-level motivational principle a swarm spontaneously emerges in which
the agents exhibit rich collective behaviour, remaining cohesive and highly-aligned. Remarkably, the emergent swarm also shares a number of features which are observed in
real flocks of starlings, including scale free correlations and marginal opacity. We go
on to explore how the model can be developed to allow us to manipulate and control
the swarm, as well as looking at heuristics which are able to mimic future state maximisation whilst requiring significantly less computation, and so which could plausibly
operate under animal cognition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
In recent years the quest to develop “artificial intelligence” has made some remarkable
progress. Computers are now at the stage where they can achieve super-human performance at tasks varying from image classification[1] to cancer detection[2]. They have
also been trained to master the game of Go[3], comfortably beating the world’s best
players; something previously thought to be decades away. However, whilst these triumphs should not be downplayed, it is nevertheless true that current techniques are only
able to produce systems which are competent in the extremely narrow range of tasks for
which they have been trained to solve. They do not generalise well to behaving sensibly,
or “intelligently”, in other situations; for example the neural network which was trained
to play Go is not also able to classify images, or play Chess, or indeed do anything other
than play Go. The goal of creating what is sometimes referred to as “artificial general
intelligence”, i.e. machines which are competent over a broad range of challenging tasks
in the way that a human is has made significantly less progress. One possible explanation
for this is that we still don’t have a particularly good understanding of what intelligence
actually is - we know it when we see it, however actually pinning down exactly what it is
that makes something “intelligent” is hard to do. In particular, we don’t have a full set
of simple, task-independent principles which we could say an “intelligent” agent should
be expected to follow in any given situation that it finds itself in.
Although we do not claim to provide a definitive set of such principles in this thesis, we
do look at one potential candidate which could provide a motivation for sophisticated
behaviour in a wide range of different scenarios, and which might be associated in some
sense with intelligence. We refer to this as the principle of “future state maximisation”
(FSM). Fundamentally, this principle states that taking everything else to be equal it is
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best to keep one’s options open as much as possible, i.e. to have access to the largest
variety of potential future states. The motivation here is that in an uncertain world
an agent which follows this principle would be preparing itself to cope with the widest
range of potential scenarios that it might encounter at a later point — and hence would
in some sense be maximising the amount of control it has over its future environment.
Aiming to achieve mastery over its environment should naturally lead to things such
as the development of re-usable skills as well as the desire to learn more about how its
environment works, since both of these will generally unlock access to more possibilities
in the future. The amount of control an agent has over its environment could also be
seen as a useful proxy for evolutionary fitness in many situations. Whilst clearly the
ultimate goal of an organism is to survive and reproduce, this direct feedback is fairly
sparse and occurs over a long time, at least relative to the organism’s lifetime. Over
shorter time-scales, it is difficult to think of a situation where an organism that attains
more control over its environment would become less likely to survive, and easy to think
of ways in which this could benefit the organism — for example, activities that lead to
the efficient gathering of energy and useful resources would naturally fit into this framework. As such, we might expect that behaviours and heuristics which make it seem as
if the organism is trying to maximise its number of future possibilities could arise quite
naturally. This could make FSM a useful principle in understanding a whole range of
different animal behaviours, in addition to its potential use in generating decisions for
“intelligent matter” (where constituent “particles” are able to carry out calculations and
make choices about what to do) and more general artificial intelligence systems as well.
Indeed, the primary aim of this thesis is to analyse different ways in which this principle
can be explicitly applied in a quantitative manner, as well as identifying situations where
it could be useful for generating behaviour or understanding why organisms make the
particular kind of decisions that we observe.
In Chapter 2 we discuss in detail how the principle of future state maximisation can
be linked to the idea of intrinsic motivations for behaviour[4]; a concept originating in
the psychology literature. An “intrinsic motivation” refers to anything which provides
an agent with an incentive to act in a situation where there is no expectation of an immediate or clearly defined external reward to be received (e.g. discovering food). This
includes activities such as playing, curiosity-driven exploration and the accumulation
of knowledge; none of which provide an immediately obvious benefit to an organism’s
survival. We then give a brief overview of two previous attempts that have tried to
formalise ideas related to FSM quantitatively; the empowerment framework[5], which
2

takes an approach based on information theory, and the causal entropic forces framework which instead uses the language of thermodynamics. We discuss the similarities
and the differences between these two approaches as well as their relative benefits and
the problems that they both face. These include difficulties in applying them to continuous systems, as well as a large computational expense for applying them to all but the
simplest toy systems.
In Chapter 3 we look at some different approaches that can be used to quantify FSM.
Here, we start by looking at how we can explicitly count the number of future states
or future paths available to any simple discrete system which can be represented on a
graph. We find that in this restrictive special case this can be analysed very efficiently
simply by taking powers of the adjacency matrix, allowing us to model future trajectories far ahead into the future. We use these to study the properties of some toy systems
as well as then looking at an application to maze solving. After this, we introduce a new
measure based on a similar philosophy to the established frameworks, but which can
be applied more straightforwardly to systems with a continuous state/action space. We
apply this to a simple game, demonstrating how we can maximise future options over
a much longer time horizon by supplementing a shorter FSM procedure with a longer
random search.
Chapter 4 describes our primary application of the principle of future state maximisation. Here we introduce a group of motile agents equipped with simple visual sensors
and that move so as to maximise the number of possible visual states that they have
access to in the future. When each agent individually applies this procedure, we show
that a highly aligned and coordinated swarm with a well regulated density spontaneously
emerges under a wide range of conditions. We discuss how some of the properties that
arise from this model are strikingly similar to those observed in data on murmurations
of starlings. Next, we show how it is possible to train a neural network which is able
to qualitatively mimic the results of this model very closely whilst only having access
to currently available visual information — significantly reducing the amount of computation required. This demonstrates that it is possible to generate a heuristic closely
mimicking the full future state maximisation procedure, but which is simple enough that
it could be biologically accessible. As we look at swarms made up of a larger number
of agents we find that the dynamics which emerge are remarkably rich, providing an
example of the type of complex behaviour that can be generated under this simple principle. For an agent in the swarm to apply the principle of FSM we shall see that it is
3

necessary for it to have a predictive model for how it expects the other agents to move.
What the agents expect the other agents to do can have a significant impact on what
they will actually do when they apply FSM, and we explore the effect of using a number
of different predictive models for the other agents’ behaviour. We then go on to show
how using a particular choice for this predictive model can allow us to manipulate the
swarm to follow any macroscopic trajectory of our choosing. This is used as the basis
for a model that looks at applying the FSM principle at two different scales — both at
the level of the individual agents as well as at the level of the swarm’s centre of mass
trajectory.
Finally in Chapter 5 we study a fully continuous decision making process in terms of
time, state space and action space. The system considered is a one-dimensional Brownian
particle which is capable of generating a time-dependent drift velocity, in the presence of
a stationary threat. Rather than directly applying the principle of future state maximisation, here we set up a first-passage problem to calculate the probability of the particle
dying under an arbitrary drift velocity and then derive a fitness functional based on this
for the particle to optimise over some future time horizon. We argue that this fitness is
somewhat analogous to the number of future paths which the particle has available to
it over its expected future lifetime, such that loosely this is still an application of FSM.
Doing this, we are able to obtain an approximate analytical solution as well as a full
numerical solution for the optimal drift velocity. Again, we find that a relatively simple
heuristic emerges which closely mimics the exact results of an exhaustive calculation.

4

Chapter 2

Background and related Work
Consider the following simple question: taking everything else to be equal, is it preferable to own a car or not? If we assume that one knows how to drive the car and ignore
practical considerations such as running costs and potential environmental impacts then
it seems reasonable to assume that most people would agree that it is preferable — but
why exactly is this? The act of acquiring a car does not satisfy any simple “animalistic”
drives such as thirst or hunger, and whilst, for some, driving may be an inherently enjoyable experience this is not true in general. However, by owning a car one is able to get
to places far more quickly than would otherwise be possible, freeing up time for other
activities. Additionally one is also able to get to many other places which previously
would have taken an impractically long time to reach by foot or public transport (and
so were, in effect, inaccessible). In essence, what owning a car does is to increase the
number of future possibilities that are available to an owner. We can easily think of
other cases like this; for example consider the question of why people go to university.
Whilst sometimes it may be because they have a very specific goal in mind, more often
the reason is that obtaining a degree will give them access to a much wider range of job
opportunities than they would have otherwise. Simpler examples include questions such
as why it is preferable to be rich rather than poor, or to be healthy rather than sick. In
both cases it is clear that the former provides one with a far greater freedom of choice
as well the ability to deal with a variety of unseen problems which might emerge in the
future.
These examples demonstrate the potentially wide reach that future state maximisation could have in understanding a range of different decision making processes. Whilst
generally individuals don’t tend to think about their choices explicitly in terms of how
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they will affect a number of future possibilities, often their intuitions about what would
constitute an intelligent decision matches up with what FSM would suggest. The principle is simple and universal, in the sense that it can be applied to any agent (or group
of agents) occupying any environment, and yet, despite this, relatively little work has
been done in applying this principle in a quantitative manner. In this chapter we start
by making a connection between the principle of future state maximisation and the idea
of “intrinsic motivations” — studied widely in the psychology literature. We then give
a summary of two previous approaches that actually have attempted to formalise something similar to FSM in a quantitative way; the empowerment framework[5] and the
causal entropic forces framework[6]. Finally, since the primary application of FSM in
this thesis is to building a model of collective motion, we give a brief overview of some of
the previous work which has tried to understand and model different types of collective
motion seen in nature.

2.1

Intrinsic motivation

The concept of an intrinsic motivation[4][7] is used in psychology to explain the incentive
for certain types of behaviour which do not directly lead to (or have the expectation of)
an obvious external reward for the decision making agent. Examples include activities
such as the desire to explore novel environments, the desire to learn and accumulate
knowledge and the desire to acquire skills which can be applied to a variety of different
situations. In each of these cases there is no clear gain made by the agent in terms of
what is crucial for its immediate survival, yet nevertheless the behaviour is somehow
intrinsically useful or enjoyable such that the reward is inherent in the activity itself.
More recently this idea has started to gain traction within the reinforcement learning
literature[7, 8, 9, 10], where rewards for behaviour of this kind are incorporated on top
of the “extrinsic rewards” which are explicitly related to the final objectives being sought.
Initially the term was introduced in response to a previous theory of motivation proposed
by Hull[11] which argued that all primary motivations could be explained in terms of
drives, i.e. temporary physiological deficits that need to be regulated. The idea is based
on the concept of homeostasis, i.e. the ability of the human body to maintain internal
stability despite changes in its external environment (the most obvious example being
the regulation of body temperature). In this theory, a drive refers to a state of tension
which is unpleasant for the organism and that it wishes to reduce so as to maintain a
kind of internal, homeostatic equilibrium. Simple examples include the need for food
6

and the need for warmth, which can be satisfied by the organism finding food to eat
or sitting by a fire respectively. Hull postulated that all behaviour was motivated by
trying to reduce one of an organism’s many drives, and that the organism would learn
to repeat any behaviours that were regularly able to reduce these. In other words the
theory proposes that all behaviour is generated so as to try and counteract disturbances
to a “normal” equilibrium condition of the organism. Although drive reduction theory
seems like a natural way to explain things such as hunger and thirst, under this view
things such as curiosity would derive their motivational potency only via secondary reinforcement, i.e. the organisms would learn that these behaviours can help to satisfy their
primary drives (this is analogous to classical conditioning[12]). This view was cast into
doubt by various experiments, including a famous study carried out by Harlow[13] where
it was reported that rhesus monkeys would spend hours solving complicated mechanical
puzzles without receiving any rewards at all (this was also the study in which the term
“intrinsic motivation” was first coined). Whilst attempts were made to reconcile these
experiments with Hull’s theory by postulating new drives such as a drive to explore[14],
this was ultimately unsuccessful as there would not appear to be any homeostatic function for such a drive, nor can it be related in any obvious way to any internal deficit
within the organism. Furthermore, Klopf[15] argued that it really makes more sense to
view activities such as exploration and knowledge-gathering in terms of an optimisation
process rather than equilibrium-seeking process — since these are activities which allow
for open-ended improvement.
This led White[16] to argue that it was better to emphasize how drives for activities
such as exploration, manipulation and knowledge-gathering differ from the more conventionally biologically relevant, homeostatic drives. He proposed to bring them under
the heading “competence”, arguing that these types of intrinsically motivated behaviours
are crucial for an agent to gain the competence necessary to achieve the level of control
and mastery over its environment that it requires for autonomy. Similar approaches
instead focussed on a “knowledge-based” view of intrinsic motivation[17][18]. Whilst
clearly these are closely related, we prefer to focus on the competence-based view as
an agent which aims to maximise its competence will naturally be required to seek out
more knowledge about its environment. It is not quite so clear that an agent aiming
to maximise knowledge must necessarily become competent in its environment as well,
although this may also be true.
The link to the principle of future state maximisation is that any agent which aims
7

to maximise the number of possible actions that it can carry out in the future necessarily needs to be competent enough to perform a large variety of manipulations on its
environment. To do this well would require both knowledge of how the environment
works, as well as a broad set of reusable skills that can be applied to solve the variety
of different problems that it might encounter during its quest to maximise its future
options. Thus we can view FSM as an intrinsic motivation which provides an incentive
for an agent to act in situations when there is no immediate external reward, or no immediate specific goals to be achieved, by driving it to increase the amount of control that
it has over its future. In general, the more control the agent has the better placed it will
be to achieve any number of potential goals it could find itself with later on. Indeed, we
can also imagine that the very process of aiming to maximise its future possibilities could
naturally lead to an agent spontaneously setting goals for itself. Taking a very high-level
viewpoint, if an agent reasons, say, that it can increase its number of future possibilities
by going to university, then it will set itself the goal of finishing university. This will
then include many shorter term goals, e.g. passing particular classes and exams.

2.2

The “empowerment” framework

Ideas which can be loosely related to the FSM principle have appeared previously in
various different contexts. For example, many chess (and other game) playing algorithms
use the concept of mobility, which is the number of moves available to a player, as part of
an evaluation function to score the desirability of any given game state. This represents
the intuitive idea that situations in which a player has a lot of different moves available
to them are likely to be preferable to situations with less choice. However, in this
context it was never associated with a more rigorous theoretical foundation. Introduced
by Klyubin et al. in 2005[5][19], the concept of “empowerment” represents the first
attempt that we are aware of to create a formal, quantitative framework directly related
to this principle of FSM. It does so using the language of information theory, essentially
seeking to quantify the total amount of potential influence that an agent’s actions have
over its environment at some time in the future. The quantity defined is universal in the
sense that it can be applied to any agent-environment interaction which can be expressed
probabilistically, and task-independent in that it can be applied to any situation without
the need to specify a particular goal.

8

2.2.1

Formalism

Before describing how the empowerment measure is defined it is necessary first to introduce some fundamental concepts from information theory. The Shannon entropy[20] H
associated with a discrete random variable X, which can take values x ∈ X , is defined
to be:
H(X) = −

X

P(x) log[P(x)]

(2.1)

x∈X

where P(x) is the probability of observing the value x and generally the base of the logarithm is taken to be 2, in which case we say that this is measured in bits. This quantifies
the amount of uncertainty associated with making a measurement of X, or equivalently
the average amount of information that we obtain when we make a measurement of X.
If we consider another random variable Y which can take values y ∈ Y we can define
the conditional entropy as follows:
H(X|Y ) = −

X
y∈Y

X

P(y)

P(x|y) log[P(x|y)]

(2.2)

x∈X

This provides a measure of the average amount of extra information gained when making
a measurement of X, given that you have the result of measuring Y , and allows us to
define a symmetric quantity known as the mutual information:
I(X; Y ) = H(Y ) − H(Y |X) = H(X) − H(X|Y )

(2.3)

This quantifies the average amount of information that is gained about X, solely by
measuring Y , and vice-versa.
The classical communication problem in information theory involves imagining a “sender”
who transmits a message to a “receiver” via an abstract “channel”, which in general is
noisy. If we take X to be the random variable associated with the sender’s input to the
channel, and Y to be the random variable associated with the channel’s output, then
the channel capacity C is defined as the maximum possible mutual information between
the input and the output signals:
C(X → Y ) := max I(X; Y )

(2.4)

P(x)

where here the maximisation is over all possible distributions of the input signal. This
represents the maximum average amount of information that the received signal can
9

possibly contain about the input signal. In the context of empowerment we consider an
agent equipped with some kind of sensors. Suppose that the set of actions it is able to
choose from at any given time is A, and the set of possible states its sensors can be in
is S. For simplicity, we consider only discrete time steps and define At to be a random
variable associated with the action the agent chooses at time step t, and similarly St
for the agent’s sensor states (with at and st representing the actually realised values).
We then define a vector of random variables associated with a sequence of n actions,
Ant = (At , At+1 , . . . , At+n−1 ). The n-step empowerment En can now be defined in terms
of the channel capacity between the set of available action sequences of length n and the
set of possible sensor states at a later time t + n:
En := C(Ant → St+n ) ≡ max
I(Ant ; St+n )
n

(2.5)

P(at )

That is, we consider the empowerment to be the maximum amount of potential information that an agent can transmit to its sensors at a later time, given the set of possible
action sequences it can potentially take. This is a direct way of measuring the amount
of control the agent has over what states its future sensors can possibly read; the more
reliably an agent’s actions are able to influence the value of the future sensor states,
and the more variety of different sensor states which can reached, the higher the agent’s
empowerment will be — i.e. if many different action sequences tend to lead to the same
sensor states, this will lead to the empowerment value being lower than if they were to
lead to many different possible states. It is worth emphasising at this point that the
calculation of this quantity involves considering all actions that the agent can possibly
do, rather than only the actual trajectory that it will eventually follow. This is because
we are looking for the probability distribution over all possible action sequences which
allows for the largest amount of potential information transfer to the agent’s sensors at a
later point in time. As such, this generally makes the calculation of empowerment very
computationally expensive, especially as n is increased (established methods for calculating channel capacities between discrete random variables, such as the Blahut-Arimoto
algorithm[21, 22], involve estimating an initial source distribution and iteratively improving it over a number of steps. Here this would require considering every possible
action sequence of n-steps multiple times, making it extremely slow if the state/action
spaces are large). It is also worth noting how this framework refers explicitly to an
agent’s sensors, such that it is only measuring the amount of control the agent has over
its environment which it can itself perceive. This means it does not really matter how
much influence the agent has from an outside point of view, and that the empowerment
10

quantity is localised in the sense that it is based solely on the perception-action loop of
the agent.
One special case where things simplify significantly and which is particularly relevant
for the work described in Chapter 4 is when we have a deterministic environment and a
discrete, finite set of actions and sensor states. In this case, each of the i possible action
sequences available at time t, ani,t , will lead to exactly one sensor state si,t+n , i.e.

1 if s = s
i,t+n
P(s|ani,t ) =
0 otherwise

(2.6)

Consequently it is clear that H(St+n |Ant ) = 0, since the action sequence fully determines
the later sensor state. As such, no additional information is gained when you observe
the sensor state given that you already know what the action sequence was. This means
that in this case the empowerment reduces to:
En = max
H(St+n )
n

(2.7)

P(at )

i.e. the maximum Shannon entropy over the agent’s future sensor states. This is achieved
for the distribution over action sequences which leads to a uniform distribution over the
possible sensor states St+n [23] which are accessible at time t + n. Consequently:
En = −

X
s∈St+n

1
|St+n |


log

1
|St+n |


= log (|St+n |)

(2.8)

where |St+n | is the size of the set St+n , i.e. the empowerment reduces to the logarithm of
the number of distinct sensor states that can be reached with the available set of action
sequences.

2.2.2

Previous work

Due to the computational cost associated with calculating an agent’s empowerment, applications of this framework have generally been confined to studying simple toy-systems
such as mazes and small grid-worlds[19]. This has involved studying both the basic behaviour which emerges from empowerment maximisation in these scenarios as well as
using empowerment directly as a fitness function, running evolutionary algorithms to
evolve the types of sensors and actions that the agents possess[24]. Other work has
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looked at ways of approximating the empowerment in a more computationally efficient
manner. The difficulty is that one has to consider every action that an agent can possibly
take, which grows exponentially with the length of the time horizon that we consider, i.e.
the number of time steps into the future that we choose to model. One early approach
which seeks to alleviate this somewhat for systems with discrete action/state spaces is
known as “impoverished empowerment”. Here the idea is to evaluate only a limited
subset of action sequences — selecting those which contribute most significantly to the
total empowerment[25]. This allows for longer action sequences to be built iteratively
whilst still providing a reasonable approximation to the full empowerment in many situations. A more recent approach uses a modification of the Monte Carlo Tree search
technique to speed up the computation of empowerment in the case where we have a
deterministic environment[26]. This allows for exploration further into the future by
biasing the search towards future action sequences which have already shown promise
in terms of contributing significantly to the agent’s empowerment. Another approach
derives a lower-bound for the mutual information, which can be calculated much more
efficiently, and then maximises this instead [27]. This work also makes a link between
empowerment and intrinsic motivation, using the derived empowerment approximation
as an intrinsic reward for some simple reinforcement learning tasks.
The case where we have continuous sensor states or action spaces has also been looked
at, however it is significantly more difficult since in general there is no known solution to
computing the channel capacity of a continuous channel. Furthermore, a naive approach
of discretising the continuous space into bins does not work well since the state space
quickly becomes too large to be tractable for anything but the most trivial examples. Another problem arises with a direct generalisation of the framework to continuous spaces
when the environment is deterministic (i.e. no noise), since it is then possible for the
channel capacity to become infinite. This is because one can store an arbitrary amount
of information in an infinite precision (noiseless) real number[23]. Of course this can
always be overcome by adding in some small amount of noise, and indeed any realistic
situation will include some amount of noise anyway. One approximate method which
has been applied to some simple continuous systems is the “Monte Carlo Integration
Method”[28], although this requires making a number of approximations about the distribution of sensor states for a given action sequence. Consequently the continuous case
remains significantly more difficult to deal with than with the discrete sensor/action case.
Finally, we mention some work on multi-agent empowerment. In situations where agents
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share an environment their empowerments become naturally intertwined. This was investigated by Capdepuy et al.[29] who looked at agents occupying a simple grid world,
equipped with basic sensors to detect the density of other agents around them in different directions. Here each agent was encoded to selfishly maximise its own empowerment,
requiring a balance between staying in the vicinity of other agents whilst also remaining
sufficiently distant so as to maintain the freedom to move around without becoming
trapped. They found that this tension naturally led to the formation of non-trivial,
dynamical structures. In other simple models studied[30][31] they found examples analogous to a number of situations which arise in game theory. For example, in some
situations the empowerment of one agent could only be increased at the expense of
decreasing the empowerment of the others (like a zero-sum game), whereas in other situations the selfish maximisation of empowerment could lead to increased empowerment
for the other agents too.

2.3

The “causal entropic forces” framework

Another separate attempt to formalise this idea of FSM is the “causal entropic forces”
framework, introduced by Wissner-Gross and Freer[6] in 2013. This takes a much more
thermodynamic approach by defining an entropy over all of the possible paths that a
system can follow for some time into the future, τ , and then generating a force which
drives the system towards states which have a larger value of this entropy. Rather than
considering the microstate of a system as being defined by a point in phase space, instead
they consider a microstate to be a trajectory through phase space x(t) over some future
time interval, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . These can then be partitioned into “macrostates” based on
the initial position in phase-space that the paths start at, X. That is, we consider
two microstates x(t) and x0 (t) to belong to the same macrostate X if (and only if)
x(0) = x0 (0). This allows us to define the “causal path entropy” associated with the
current macrostate X (i.e. the current position in phase-space) as a path integral over
future paths:
Z
Sc (X, τ ) = −kb

P[x(t)|x(0)] log (P[x(t)|x(0)]) Dx(t)

(2.9)

x(t)

where here P[x(t)|x(0)] is the probability of observing the path x(t) under the system’s
normal dynamics (i.e. without the inclusion of an entropic force). In effect, this is
providing a measure of the number of potential possible paths the system has available
to it given its current position, out to a time τ into the future. It is then proposed that
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Figure 2.1: Taken with permission from Wissner-Gross and Freer (2013)[6]. Visualization
of a causal entropic force. (a) The cone represents all of the future paths which belong
to macrostate X starting from x(0). (b) Here we imagine an environmentally imposed
constraint which excludes some region of future-path phase-space, e.g. with the presence
of a wall, which excludes the region shaded in grey. This breaking of symmetry will
induce a force which drives the system to regions of greater freedom.
an “intelligent” system (or at least a system which wishes to maximise its number of
future paths) should follow a gradient in this entropy, and hence proposes the following
definition of a “causal entropic force”:
F(X0 , τ ) = Tc ∇X Sc (X, τ )|X0

(2.10)

Here Tc is a parameter which is somehow analogous to a temperature, determining how
strongly the system is driven towards states of higher future path entropy, whilst X0 is
the current state of the system. This idea is illustrated schematically in figure 2.1.

As with empowerment there are difficulties in calculating this quantity since it
involves taking the derivative of a path integral over all of the possible paths that a
system can follow for some time into the future — and overall much less work has been
done in looking at ways to speed up or approximate the calculation of a causal entropic
force. As such, the examples studied have again been simple toy systems, such as a cart
pole system which under causal entropic forcing naturally swings up to stabilise itself,
since this provides it with the easiest access to the largest variety of possible states.
Another example studied was a simple puzzle where a large circular agent has to make
use of a smaller circle (a tool) in order to free another smaller circle which is otherwise
inaccessible. In this case, the larger circle is incentivised to do this because, once the
smaller circle has been freed there are now two circles it is able to manipulate — meaning
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Figure 2.2: A high-level summary of the relationships between the concepts described in
the chapter so far. We view FSM as a subset of intrinsic motivations as it can be used as
the basis for generating behaviour even when an agent has no immediate goals to achieve
or any expectations of receiving a well-defined reward. We can think of empowerment
and causal entropic forces (C.E.F) as particular frameworks that allow us to implement
the underlying philosophy of FSM in a quantitative way.
that it has combinatorically more paths available to it.
Figure 2.2 gives a high-level summary of the relationship between intrinsic motivation, FSM, empowerment and causal entropic forces. We argue that FSM can be
thought of as the underlying philosophical framework for both empowerment and causal
entropic forces. That is, the philosophy that in the absence of a particular goal an agent
should make decisions to increase its control over the potential future states it can access is what we should think of as FSM — with empowerment and causal entropic forces
being two particular ways in which this principle can be implemented in a quantitative
manner. We can then think of FSM as a whole to be a subset of intrinsic motivations,
since it can be used as the basis of making decisions in the absence of any expectations
of a well-defined “reward”.

2.4

Collective motion

In this thesis, our primary application of the FSM principle is to a model of agents
equipped with simple visual sensors that leads to collective motion(see Chapter 4). Here
we give a brief overview of some of the previous work done in this field and discuss the
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Figure 2.3: Examples of collective motion throughout nature. (a) A Murmuration of
starlings. (b) A colony of army ants. (c) A herd of wildebeest. (d) A school of fish. (e)
A herd of sheep. All images were sourced from Wikimedia Commons.
most relevant results. We refer the reader to a review by Vicsek and Zafeiris[32] for a
more detailed account.
Collective motion is a phenomenon which occurs throughout the natural world at many
different scales, with examples ranging from huge murmurations of starlings made up of
hundreds of thousands of individual birds down to the level of colonies of bacteria (see
figure 2.3 for images of a number of different systems). The characteristic feature of collective behaviour is that the actions taken by any given individual are almost completely
dominated by the influence of the other agents around it, i.e. the agents behave in a
completely different manner when they are together in a group than they do when they
are alone. This often leads to complex and visually impressive behaviour. A number of
studies have been carried out where detailed observations and measurements of a variety
of swarming systems have been made, including bacteria[33], insects[34][35], fish[36] and
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birds[37][38]. The evolutionary advantages of this collective “swarming” behaviour are
thought to include benefits such as improving the collective awareness of the group, due
to the sharing of information, and providing additional protection from predators[39].
Trying to understand how these systems are able to exhibit the collective behaviour that
we observe is a fundamentally interesting scientific question in itself. It is also possible
that understanding how these natural systems work could also be useful in building artificial systems made up of many interacting components. One hope is that these may be
useful in solving difficult problems efficiently in a collective, decentralised manner (this
idea is the basis for the field of “swarm robotics”[40]).
One of the best ways to gain a better understanding of how a system works is to try and
build a minimal model which can reproduce the key features of the observed behaviour.
One of the earliest attempts made to create a model of collective motion was the “Boids
model” developed by Reynolds in 1987[41]. This model involved a local alignment interaction between agents along with long-range attraction and short-range repulsion to keep
the flock cohesive. This was used in the context of computer animation as an alternative
to having to code the trajectory of each agent by hand. A similar model was introduced
later on by Vicsek et al. in 1995 taking a more quantitative, statistical physics based
approach. Here each agent updates its orientation at each time step by averaging over
all of its neighbours within a fixed distance R, as well as adding some noise. The agents
are all constrained to move at a constant speed v0 and so the equations of motion for
agent i’s orientation θi and position ri are given by:
θi (t + 1) = hθk (t)i|rk (t)−ri (t)|<R + ηθ (t)


cos θi (t + 1)
vi (t + 1) =
sin θi (t + 1)

(2.11)

ri (t + 1) = ri (t) + vi (t + 1)∆t
hsin θk (t)i|rk (t)−ri (t)|<R

where hθk (t)i|rk (t)−ri (t)|<R = arctan hcos θk (t)i

|rk (t)−ri (t)|<R

and ηθ (t) is an uncorrelated ran-

dom number on the interval [−η/2, η/2] at each time step and ∆t is the duration of a
single time step.
The model attracted a lot of attention as it was the first attempt to establish a quantitative model for the behaviour of large flocks of self-propelled individuals which interact
via simple rules. In addition they were also able to demonstrate that there was a secondorder phase transition between a globally disordered and a globally ordered phase, as a
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Figure 2.4: Neighbour selection strategies for variations of the Vicsek model. Agents
update their orientations by averaging over the orientations of neighbours. (a) Standard
Vicsek Model: neighbours are those within a fixed distance R. (b) Metric-Free Vicsek
Model: a certain number of nearest neighbours regardless of how far away they are. (c)
Topological Vicsek Model: a Voronoi tessellation identifies neighbours in a topological
manner.
function of either the flock density or the noise parameter η. This was studied in more
detail by Chaté et al.[42] where the nature of the transition was disputed and shown to
be discontinuous under a range of conditions.
Whilst the Vicsek model is structurally simple and not intended to be a realistic model
for the collective motion of animals per se, it nevertheless demonstrated that a simple
local co-alignment rule was sufficient to generate a globally ordered flock. Certain modifications to improve the Vicsek model were inspired by data taken by the STARFLAG
collaboration, where detailed measurements of many real starling murmurations of up
to a few thousand individuals were made[38][37]. Their statistical analyses determined
that starlings seem to interact with a fixed number of nearest neighbours, regardless
of the actual distances between the birds. They also observed that the velocity correlation length between individuals scaled with the size of the flock. This makes them
“scale-free”, in that there is no characteristic length scale over which individuals remain
correlated. This is thought to allow for a significantly faster collective response to external perturbations[37] (e.g detecting a predator). The simplest way to modify the Vicsek
model to make it “metric-free” is to simply average the orientation over the k-nearest
neighbours[38], rather than the neighbours within a fixed radius R (see figure 2.4(b)). A
different approach which is completely metric-free is the “topological Vicsek model”[43],
which selects neighbours by creating a Voronoi tessellation[44] and assigning neighbours
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based on whether their cells are touching (see figure 2.4(c)). This has the feature that
it is no longer necessary to specify a parameter for the number of nearest-neighbours to
interact with. In both of these models the resulting velocity correlations are also found
to be scale-free.
A problem with many variations of the Vicsek model, already mentioned, is that they
do not naturally remain cohesive, i.e. flock’s density will gradually decrease indefinitely
towards zero. This is often handled by putting the system in an artificial “box” with
periodic boundaries, however as we look towards creating more realistic models this is
obviously not satisfactory since the sky is essentially unbounded. One solution is to use
a pairwise motional bias between agents, attractive at large distances and repulsive at
short distances, as was used in the original Boids model. However this introduces a metric for the preferred separation of agents, meaning that the velocity correlations between
agents will no longer be scale-free. One model which addresses this is the “Strictly Metric
Free Model”[45] which uses the Voronoi tessellation to determine which agents are on the
“edge” of the flock in a metric-free manner. These agents then have an inward motional
bias added to them, keeping the flock cohesive. Another model, known as the “Hybrid
Projection Model”[46], instead keeps the flock cohesive by including a term based on the
visual projection of the other agents alongside the local co-alignment with topological
neighbours. This is one of the first models which explicitly includes long-range visual
interactions, which are likely to be important in understanding the collective motion of a
number of higher biological organisms. Despite the successes of these models in explaining various aspects of the observed data they are all essentially empirical — including
either explicit co-alignment or cohesion rules hard-wired into them. As such they do not
provide significant low-level explanatory power for how and why agents actually co-align
and remain in cohesive groups — a point which we aim to address with our model in
Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

Quantifying future state
maximisation
In this chapter we think about different ways in which the principle of FSM can be quantified. We start by considering systems which have a discrete and finite set of states,
where the transitions between states can be modelled on a graph. We show that for
these simple systems there is a straightforward and efficient way to calculate both the
number of paths available as well as the number of end states which can be reached from
the current state, looking n steps into the future. These quantities can be related to
causal entropic forces and empowerment respectively, and we will discuss this connection in detail. Whilst generally it is not possible to increase n without bound within
these frameworks, we show that for these simple systems large n can be handled without
difficulty. This provides us with a set of examples in which we are able to probe the the
large future time horizon limit.
After this, we introduce a new quantity based on comparing the average difference
between possible future states which are available. Whilst this does not have as strong
a theoretical foundation as empowerment it nevertheless shares the basic philosophy of
FSM, and is often more straightforward to apply to continuous state and action spaces.

3.1

Discrete path/final state counting with adjacency matrices

Consider a system which can be described by a graph (directed or undirected), where
each state that the system can occupy is represented as a node and allowed transitions
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between states are represented as edges. If there are N states that the system can be in
we can define an N × N matrix A, called the adjacency matrix, in the following way:

Ai,j


1
=
0

if there is an edge between node i and node j

(3.1)

otherwise

This contains all of the structural information about the graph. We can then use this
matrix to count the number of paths of length n between node i and node j, allowing
for paths which go back on themselves and visit the same node multiple times:
(n)

Npaths (i, j) =

XX
d1

···

X

Ai,d1 Ad1 ,d2 . . . Adn−1 ,j = (An )ij

(3.2)

dn−1

d2

such that the total number of paths of length n starting from state i is given by:
(n)

Npaths (i) =

X

(An )i,j

(3.3)

j

The philosophy of moving so as to maximise the number of options available in the
future can then be implemented by transitioning to the neighbouring state which has
the largest number of future paths available to it, i.e. essentially following a gradient in
the number of future paths, analogous to the causal entropic forces framework. That is,
the dynamics on the graph are generated at each time step by transitioning to the node
with the highest number of paths available to it (which is connected to the current node).
Alternatively, we can just consider the number of possible future states that are accessible after n steps rather than the total number of paths. This is more similar to
empowerment, as although empowerment is introduced by talking about an agent’s
“sensors” there is nothing stopping us from defining a sensor to be a complete specification of the state of the system (or to use a graph that models the transitions between
sensor states). We can obtain this in the same way for each state by taking An , then
counting the number of entries that are more than zero. That is, if we define:
∗(n)

Ai,j


1 if (An ) > 0
i,j
=
0 otherwise
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(3.4)

Figure 3.1: As a simple toy system to study we consider a 40 × 40 square non-periodic
lattice that has had some edges removed from it. Here a state i = {ix , iy } is defined
in terms of its x and y coordinates, ix and iy respectively. Nodes on the graph are
considered to be neighbours if there is an edge connecting them on the lattice. Heat
maps showing the number of future paths/accessible end states from each initial state
are shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3.
then the number of possible states that can be accessed from state i after n steps is just:
(n)

Nstates (i) =

X

∗(n)

Ai,j

(3.5)

j

In the case of a deterministic system where the transitions are between sensor states this
quantity can be directly related to the n-step empowerment:


(n)
En (i) = log Nstates (i)

(3.6)

As a simple example of putting this into action and evaluating how the two approaches differ, we consider a graph made up of a square 40×40 lattice where some edges
have been removed, as shown in figure 3.1. To fully represent the allowed transitions
between states requires a 1600 × 1600 adjacency matrix A. Whilst initially A is very
sparse it should be noted that this does not remain true of A when taken to large powers,
demonstrating how the memory requirements of these methods scale badly as the size of
the system is increased. The set up is such that the region of largest “freedom”, that is
where the most number of paths are available, is near the middle (away from the walls)
but biased slightly towards the bottom left due to the edges which have been removed.
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Figure 3.2: Heat maps showing the number of future paths of varying lengths, available
from each point on the lattice shown in figure 3.1. The red line shows the path taken
by following the gradient in the number of future paths from the initial point inside the
“potential well”, and the arrows indicate the direction. We see that when n is made
large enough the system is able to escape over what is effectively a potential barrier,
reaching the region with the largest freedom. Once a value of n is found in which the
well is escaped from, this remains the case for all larger values of n too.
The heat maps in figure 3.2 provide a representation of the number of paths of a given
length n that are available from each starting point. The red lines show the path taken
if we follow a gradient in this measure, towards states which act as a starting point for
a larger number of paths, starting from a state with particularly low freedom inside the
C shape.
We see that to escape from the kind of potential well that has been created in the
top right requires long paths. In fact, for this starting point we find empirically that
for all n < 154 the red line always gets “stuck” inside the well, whereas for n ≥ 154 it
is always able to escape. This suggests that there may be situations when using these
methods with the deliberate addition of stochasticity could be useful to aid in escaping
potential barriers (e.g. for n = 50 and n = 100, we clearly see that there is a region of
much greater freedom which cannot be reached by following a local gradient). We can
compare this to what happens if we just count the number of endpoints after n moves,
shown in figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Heat maps showing the number of states accessible after n steps, starting
from any given initial state on the lattice shown in figure 3.1. As with figure 3.2, the red
line shows the path followed by following a gradient in this measure. We see that, for a
range of n values (which are much lower than required in the path counting example),
the system successfully escapes into the region where intuitively the “freedom” is higher.
However, if we continue to make n even larger eventually this stops and every initial
state begins to look identical under this measure. This happens when every state is
accessible from every other state.
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This example is similar to that considered by Klyubin et al.[5] in their initial paper
on empowerment. We find that we sometimes get the same qualitative behaviour as
with the path counting approach, in that a gradient can be formed to “escape” from the
potential well (although it is interesting to note that this occurs by following the walls
of the potential well rather than being repelled from them as in figure 3.2). This occurs
initially for n somewhere between 10 and 20, a significantly lower value than when we
count paths.
However, as n is increased further this eventually stops, and by the time that n = 80
we have a completely flat empowerment landscape. This is because, at this point, every
state is accessible from every other state within 80 moves, such that there is no longer
anything to distinguish between the desirability of locations under this measure. This
has been discussed in the empowerment literature[23], and means that one has to be
careful to choose a sensible value for n. Although in many situations it may be fairly
simple to intuitively use a “reasonable” value, it’s not obvious what a formal criterion
should be for determining this in advance. This could be counted as a potential advantage of the path counting approach (at least on a discrete graph), since it does not suffer
from this issue.
This advantage, however, is primarily theoretical since n is the quantity which is most
restricted (as the number of future possibilities increases exponentially). As such, we
might not usually be concerned about it becoming too large. It is only for the special
case we are considering, where we can represent the system on a graph and calculate the
number of paths/end points by taking powers of the adjacency matrix, where increasing
n does not lead to a significant increase in computation. We can analyse this in a bit
more detail — if A is an N ×N matrix, then taking An takes O(M (N ) log(n)) operations,
where M (N ) is the number of operations required to perform the matrix multiplication
of two N × N matrices (we have log n rather than n since taking the matrix power can
be broken down into stages. For example, if we take A16 , we can say A16 = A8 × A8 ,
A8 = A4 × A4 , A4 = A2 × A2 and A2 = A × A, meaning we only need to do 4 = log2 16
matrix multiplications). Consequently, considering paths of much longer lengths does
not significantly increase the computational time, although as a matter of practicality
we still have to be careful with the numerical precision being used, as the numbers involved quickly become very large as n is increased. Perhaps the biggest issue with these
methods is the memory needed to store the adjacency matrix (or more significantly,
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Figure 3.4: Example of a 20 × 20 maze connected to a 10 × 10 periodic lattice at its end
point. This is a region of “higher freedom” than anywhere within the maze. The path
in red shows the only distinct solution (which does not go back on itself), starting from
the point in the bottom left and ending at the top right.
powers of the adjacency matrix which are much less sparse). This requires storing N 2
integers, where N is the number of states. For virtually any complex system of interest,
N grows extremely quickly. For example, consider an NL × NL lattice occupied by nA
agents which are free to move around. If each agent is allowed to occupy any of the
lattice sites then the total number of states the system can be in is given by N = NL2nA .
This quickly becomes unmanageable for large NL or nA .

3.1.1

Maze solving application

As a second application we now consider applying these methods to solving a maze, i.e.
finding a path from the entrance of a maze to the exit. If we consider a square grid of
size Nm × Nm , a “perfect maze” is defined as a spanning tree of this grid. This means
that between every two points there exists exactly one direct path that connects them.
We make use of an elegant algorithm by Wilson that generates perfect mazes uniformly
from the set of all possible spanning trees of a square grid, using loop-erased random
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walks[47]. We then arbitrarily choose the bottom left corner to be the beginning of the
maze and the top right corner to be the endpoint. We connect this endpoint to a second
region of state space which is more highly connected than anywhere within the maze
itself, e.g. a fully locally connected periodic lattice, as shown in figure 3.4. We refer to
this as a “freedom reservoir”.
Providing that the freedom reservoir is more highly connected than the maze and sufficiently large then the path counting approach described in the previous section will
eventually lead to a gradient in number of future paths which “solves” the maze, providing a path which drives the system from the start point into the freedom reservoir.
Indeed, when n is made large enough this is exactly what we find. How far into the
future we need to look before successfully navigating out of the maze of course depends
on the size of the maze, but also on the size and connectivity of the freedom reservoir
to which it is connected. This is investigated in figure 3.5, where we look at the distribution (as the mazes are generated randomly) of minimum future path lengths required
to generate a gradient path which solves the maze, for a variety of choices of freedom
reservoir. For comparison, we also plot the distribution of the actual solution lengths,
i.e. the minimum number of steps required to get from the start of the maze to the
endpoint. The inset figure shows a scatter plot of the minimum future path length (n)
vs. the maze solution length for two types of freedom reservoir; a lattice and a set of
fully connected nodes.
Probably the most natural choice for a freedom reservoir is a highly connected
lattice. We include results for a 5 × 5 as well as a 20 × 20 lattice in figure 3.5. Because
these are periodic, since this allows for a larger number of paths to be generated within
the reservoir, it should not be surprising that changing the lattice from 5×5 to 10×10 (or
anything larger) does not significantly alter the results. We can however try connecting
the end point to a fully connected graph, i.e. a graph where every node is connected
to every other node. Clearly this means there will be more paths available within the
freedom reservoir, and we see that this leads to the distribution of the minimum future
path length being shifted to smaller values of n. In fact, as the number of fully connected
nodes goes to infinity, we should expect that when n equals the minimum maze solution
length then there should be a strong enough freedom gradient to drive the system out
of the maze. Looking at the inset of figure 3.5, we see that this is almost the case when
we attach the end point to 100 fully connected nodes.
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Figure 3.5: The distribution of future path lengths n required to solve a maze, for
different “freedom reservoirs”. The solid blue line shows the distribution of the actual
length of the solution (the minimum number of steps needed to get from the start of
the maze to the end) for randomly generated 20 × 20 mazes, whilst the other curves
show the distribution of the minimum future path length that must be considered before
following the gradient in number of future paths solves the maze. Each of these uses
data gathered from 10000 different mazes. The inset shows a scatter plot of minimum
future path length vs. actual solution length. We see that when we connect the end
point of the maze to a very highly connected reservoir the line approaches y = x, i.e.
the maze will be solved as soon as any of the future paths from the starting point of the
maze can “feel” the freedom reservoir.
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Next we consider the result of a similar analysis using the maximisation of potential
future end states after n steps instead (equation 3.5). In this case we have to be more
careful about the freedom reservoir we choose to connect the end point to. Firstly, the
size of the lattice is much more important, and it is no longer sensible to use a periodic lattice. This is because once all of the sites in the freedom reservoir are accessible,
increasing n further will not make any difference, and using a periodic lattice allows
exploration of the full reservoir in a smaller number of steps. In fact, to reliably solve
a 20 × 20 maze requires connecting the endpoint to a lattice which is roughly 50 × 50,
otherwise the system tends to get stuck in local minima in number of potential end
states (regardless of how large n is made). This means that we need a much larger
adjacency matrix to fully describe the system, and we still have the problem that even
when n is large enough to solve the maze if it is increased further eventually all initial
states are equally preferable under this measure. Nevertheless, we again find that the
“intelligent behaviour”, i.e. solving the maze, can be made to occur for smaller values of
n. Indeed, if it happens at all, then it will happen for significantly lower n. For example
with Nm = 20 and connected to a 50 × 50 lattice, on average we have to use future path
lengths of ≈ 48 before the freedom gradient solves the maze. Using the same set up with
the path counting measure we have to look an average of ≈ 145 steps into the future.

3.1.2

Comparison of the two approaches

In the previous sections we have described two approaches to applying the principle of
FSM to systems with small, discrete state spaces. The first of these is the path maximisation approach (most similar to the causal entropic forces framework), and the second
is the end point maximisation approach (more similar to the empowerment framework).
One might expect that making decisions so as to maximise either of these quantities
would, under many circumstances, result in qualitatively similar behaviour. This is because having access to many different possible end states would usually require having
access to many future paths, and vice versa. Equivalently, we can think of this as saying
something along the lines of having control over the possible end points you have access
to will generally require that you also have a large amount of control over all of the
intermediate points too. We have shown this intuition to have some validity in certain
situations for the two simple systems which we have studied, however there are also
some differences. A clear advantage of the end point maximisation approach is that the
number of steps into the future which need to be modelled before you see the expected
interesting behaviour is typically significantly lower than with the path maximisation
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approach. The main disadvantage is that you have to be more careful with the selection
of the future path length n, since making it too large can lead to all of the states looking
identical under this measure. This never happens with the path counting maximisation,
which allows for n to be made arbitrarily large without altering the observed behaviour.
However, when it comes to more complex situations we are almost always limited by n.
As such, practically it seems like end point maximisation should often be preferable, or
in other words, empowerment over causal entropic forces, at least if we are following a
local gradient.

3.1.3

Extension to discrete Markov chains

Instead of just considering a system that is described by a graph where transitions occur
deterministically between nodes, we now consider using a probabilistic model of how
the system will behave in the future. Specifically, in this section we will consider only
systems with a discrete number of states where the model of the future evolution can
be described as a Markov chain, i.e. that the probability of transitioning to a particular
state depends only on the state that the system is currently in. In this case, rather than
an adjacency matrix we can instead define a “transition matrix” P . This fully describes
the model of the future that we are using, such that Pi,j is the probability of going from
state i to state j in the next time step. For a system that can exist in N states, this is
again an N × N matrix.
Considering future paths of length n, we can write an expression for the causal path
entropy of these systems in terms of a sum over the path probabilities Ppath :
(n)

SC =

X

Ppath log (Ppath )

(3.7)

{n-step paths}

However, since the model for the future evolution of the system is Markovian we can
write the probability of any particular path that goes through the sequence of states
{i0 , i1 , i2 , . . . , in } in terms of the transition matrix in the following way:
Ppath = Pi0 ,i1 Pi1 ,i2 . . . Pin−1 ,in
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(3.8)

Hence the causal entropy associated with any particular state i0 can be written as:
(n)
SC (i0 )

N
X

=−



Pi0 ,i1 Pi1 ,i2 . . . Pin−1 ,in log(Pi0 ,i1 ) + log(Pi1 ,i2 ) + · · · + log(Pin−1 ,in )

{i1 ,...,in }=1

(3.9)
If we define a matrix P log P such that [P log P ]i,j = Pi,j log(Pi,j ), we can define the
“causal entropic matrix” as follows:
(n)

SC = −

n
X

P t−1 (P log P ) P n−t

(3.10)

t=1

such that the causual entropy of any state i0 can be written as:
(n)

SC (i0 ) =

N
X
(n)
[SC ]i0 ,j

(3.11)

j=1

i.e. the sum of the row i0 of the causal entropic matrix. The procedure to calculate
(n)

SC is clearly very similar to the method of counting paths with the adjacency matrix
introduced in the section 3.1, however here we have to evaluate the sum of n matrix
multiplications rather than just one.
We can use a similar approach to calculate an entropy over the the accessible future
states n time steps into the future. To do this, we just need to make use of the transition matrix P , as (P n )i,j gives you the probability of being in state j after n-steps, given
that you started in state i. As such we can define the entropy matrix S (n) = P n log(P n )
so that the entropy over the possible states accessible n-steps into the future (given that
the system is currently in state i0 ) is given by:
S (n) (i0 ) = −

N
X
(P n )i0 ,j log [(P n )i0 ,j ]

(3.12)

j=1

For either choice here of SC or S we can then follow a gradient in this value to find a
local maximum.
We can make one further extension here by considering a situation where we have actions
available that do not move us deterministically between states. If we define an 1 × N
row vector hai (i0 )| defined as the vector of probabilities of being in each possible state
at the next time step, given an take action ai from state i0 , then the future entropy
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associated with taking action ai when in state i0 is given by the sum of the vector:
(n)

hai (i0 )| SC or hai (i0 )| S (n)

(3.13)

i.e. just the weighted sum of the probability that the action ai takes you to a particular
state multiplied by the future path entropy from that new state.
In both of these cases it is worth discussing exactly how this differs from the empowerment framework. Essentially, what we do is to choose the action in the present that
moves us towards state(s) that have the largest future “freedom” (measured either as
the entropy over future states or future paths). However, to do this requires us to be
able to model the future evolution of the system out to some future time horizon. This
means that we have a default model for the future evolution of the system, i.e. a model
which does not account for the fact the system will actually be making decisions based
on FSM. Note that this is also the case with the causal entropic forces framework; the
path integral is taken over some probabilistic model we have for the system’s future evolution. The full empowerment framework does not have this issue because it explicitly
looks at how much influence the sequence of actions {a0 , . . . , an } has over the future
sensor states after n time steps. However as was mentioned, this is one of the reasons
it is a very difficult quantity to calculate, especially for large n. When constructing a
transition matrix to model the future evolution of the system the simplest assumption
is that the agent’s future actions will be chosen uniformly at random from the set of actions that are available in each state. Doing this certainly gives a reasonable measure of
the amount of things that can possibly happen, despite not accounting for the fact that
actual future actions will be chosen so as to try and maximise future freedom. However,
ideally one would like a way to prune future actions which are extremely unlikely, such
that they don’t need to be considered. One possibility could be to calculate an initial
transition matrix P based on the first assumption (uniform future actions), and then
use this to model the future actions in the construction of a new transition matrix for
the modelled future behaviour. This could potentially be iterated multiple times.

3.2

Future state difference comparison

The methods in the previous section are good for studying toy problems with relatively
small discrete state spaces, however when we look towards more complex systems of interest they are not really practical. The empowerment framework introduced in section
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2.2 is also difficult to apply to complicated systems, since a full calculation requires (at
least) enumerating all possible action sequences that the agent has available out to some
future time horizon. Dealing with large or continuous state or action spaces can also lead
to other issues. As an example of this, let us consider a circular agent in two dimensions
equipped with some simple visual sensors (which will be used in Chapter 4 as the basis
for our model of collective motion). If we imagine dividing the agent’s angular field of
view into a discrete number of sensors which measure the geometric projection of other
surrounding agents. A sensor reads a 1 if it is more than half full, and is zero otherwise.
This is shown in figure 3.6 for two different sensor numbers. In a deterministic environment, calculating the empowerment involves directly enumerating the number of distinct
visual states that are accessible using the available action sequences for however far into
the future we are considering. If we have only a small number of fixed available actions,
then as we increase the number of sensors the agent has it becomes clear that eventually
almost every visual state which is encountered will be distinct. This will result in an
essentially flat empowerment landscape, with nothing to distinguish between states.

In the limit that the number of sensors goes to infinity, in principle there should
be a way of making the set of actions continuous (even just by adding some noise) that
can allow for a sensible definition of empowerment to be retained, however doing so is not
trivial. As such, it would be desirable to have a measure of the number of accessible future states that can more easily be generalised to a continuous state space. Furthermore,
it would also be useful if this quantity could be estimated from Monte Carlo samples of
future trajectories, rather than requiring a full explicit enumeration. In this section we
discuss a possible candidate for such a quantity.
The key idea is simply to define a measure which compares how different any two given
states of a system are. That is, for any two states x1 and x2 , we need to be able to
define a function d(x1 , x2 ) that quantifies how different they are (for simplicity we will
normalize this value so that it takes values between 0 and 1). In general there are a
number of possible choices for this function, however there are many scenarios where
one can easily make an intuitively sensible choice. From any given state (or for each
particular choice of initial action), one can then simulate a number N of possible future trajectories under some model for the system’s future evolution, giving a set of
final states {x1 , x2 , . . . , xN }. To get an idea of the variety of possible states that are
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Figure 3.6: The effect of a large number of sensors on empowerment. Here the agent in
red has its visual field of view divided up into a number of evenly spaced sensors. We
then take the projection of the other agents surrounding it onto each sensor, which reads
a 1 if more than half fully, or 0 otherwise. On the left we show 8 sensors, whereas on
the right we have 200. If we count the number of distinct states for a discrete number
of short action sequences, then as the number of sensors increases it becomes more and
more likely that every visual state encountered will be distinct. This means that the
empowerment of every state will be almost constant.
accessible we then compute the average pairwise difference between them, that is:
N N
N X
N
X
1 XX
2
hd(x, x )i = 2
d(xi , xj )
d(xi , xj ) =
N
N (N − 1)
0

(3.14)

i=1 j=i+1

i=1 j=1

(since d(xi , xi ) = 0 by definition and d(xi , xj ) = d(xj , xi )). There is no deep theoretical
justification for this quantity, other than to say that intuitively it will be large when
there are a lot of future states available that are different from each other and low when
all accessible states are similar, i.e. when very few options are available. One could
calculate a probability distribution over d(x, x0 ) instead of just the average, and then
aim to maximise the entropy over this distribution, e.g. maximising:
S(d(x, x0 )) = −

Z

1

P(d(x, x0 ) log(P(d(x, x0 ))

(3.15)

0

This would reward situations where the system has access to many states which are
similar as well as many states that are different from each other, which could be more
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Figure 3.7: Heat maps showing the average difference in distance between end points for
each initial starting point. Each point is calculated by simulating 1000 trajectories of
length n = 5, selecting random moves. These can be compared to the analogous figures
for the path counting and endpoint counting, shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
desirable in certain situations. However, this would be significantly more difficult to
calculate, so we work with equation 3.14.

3.2.1

Application to a toy maze

To see how this measure compares with the empowerment and the future path entropy
we consider applying it to the same system studied in section 3.1 (shown in figure 3.1).
Here we run Nt random trajectories for n time steps into the future, starting from each
possible initial position. We then look at the average difference between the end states
that are reached (using equation 3.14). To do this we first need to define a way of comparing how different any two states are. The simplest way of doing this is to use the
Euclidean distance between states (one can also use the shortest available path between
the states and the results are essentially identical). That is, we say that xi = (xi , yi )
where xi and yi are the x and y coordinates on the lattice and define the difference to
p
√
√
be d(xi , xj ) = (xi − xj )2 + (yi − yj )2 / 3200. Here the factor of 3200 is the maximum distance apart two states can be and just normalises the difference measure to lie
between 0 and 1.
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Figure 3.7 shows heat maps similar to those shown in figures 3.2 and 3.3, using Nt = 1000
and six different values of n. We see that this new measure is noisier (as expected, given
that we are sampling a number of random future trajectories rather than exhaustively
enumerating all of them), but nevertheless gives qualitatively similar results. That is, for
large enough n it produces a field with an (approximate) gradient that would drive the
system towards the middle, away from the restriction of the walls, where intuitively the
freedom is maximised. It also shares the operating feature that the behaviour becomes
approximately constant for sufficiently large n.

3.2.2

Application to a simple game

In this section we apply the future state difference measure to a more complicated situation which requires planning over a significantly longer time scale. We consider an
agent occupying a simple grid world with a number of stationary blocks placed randomly. Initially these are unmoveable, however there are also a set of “gloves” located
in the bottom right-hand corner which if collected allow for the blocks to be pushed and
pulled into unoccupied spaces. After 50 time steps, the grid starts to fill with “lava”,
which starts at the edges and moves in to any neighbouring, unoccupied square at the
next time step. If the lava touches the agent it dies and the game is lost, however by
manipulating the blocks it is possible for the agent to build a shelter to protect itself
(see figure 3.8(e)). If the agent is still alive after the lava has spread across the whole
grid then the game is won.
Although slightly contrived, developing an algorithm to win this game without a human
providing task-specific knowledge is difficult. One obvious approach might be to try a
reinforcement learning algorithm, providing a positive reward if the agent survives and
negative reward if it dies, and then leaving the system to try to establish how to consistently obtain the reward by itself. This, however, runs into problems due to the sparsity
of the reward. Reinforcement learning algorithms work by balancing exploration (trying
out new actions in a given situation to see how they do) with exploitation of the current
knowledge it has about how best to maximise the reward. To improve it has to be able
to explore and discover which actions work well, however in this situation this is difficult
since random sequences of actions will almost never obtain the reward. This is because
the agent would have to randomly pick up the gloves, bring all of the blocks together to
build a shelter, and then wait there until the lava passes. This requires a large number
of very specific actions to be taken sequentially (in time), making it extremely unlikely.
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Figure 3.8: The agent (circle) starts in a grid-world with four initially unmoveable blocks
and a pair of gloves in the bottom right-hand corner. If the agent picks up the gloves it
is then able to both push and pull the blocks to rearrange them. At a later time “lava”
starts to pour in from the sides and fills squares connected by an edge. The blocks are
able to stop this. However if the lava touches the agent (as in (d)) then it dies and loses.
If it is instead able to build a shelter for itself (as in (e)) then it survives and wins.
A standard reinforcement learning algorithm will require the positive reward to be discovered many times in order to learn, and so taking this approach is hopeless as there
simply aren’t enough successful examples to learn from. By applying FSM the idea is
that the agent will naturally be drawn to pick up the gloves, as this allows the blocks to
be manipulated into many different potential states. It should then also be encouraged
to keep as many blocks close to it as possible since this gives it access to the widest
range of possible future states, with the absolutely optimal state being surrounded in a
protective shelter.
To apply the future state difference comparison we first need a way of quantifying the
difference between any two states that the system can be in. Whilst there are a number
of ways this could be done, to demonstrate how this technique can be applied to much
higher dimensional problems than the empowerment framework with relative ease we
consider a full pixel-wise difference of the two states. That is, given two states x1 and
x2 which can be represented with images similar to those in figure 3.8, we define their
difference to be the average difference between the pixels in each image:
d(x1 , x2 ) =

X
1
|v1 (i) − v2 (i)|
255Npixels

(3.16)

pixels,i

where v1 (i) is the value of pixel i (between 0 and 255 as the images are grayscale) in state
1 and v2 (i) is the value in state 2. We can simplify this as the system is made up of 36
squares which can be in one of only five states (empty, occupied by the agent, occupied
by a block, occupied by lava or occupied by the gloves), and hence we can simply cal37

culate the difference between each possible pair of squares and sum over these instead.
We then choose a number of time steps τ to model future trajectories for, as well as
the number of trajectories N so that we can use equation 3.14 to calculate the average
difference between possible future states. The difficulty with this system is that building
a shelter in general takes a lot of time steps, and whilst the state which has the highest
average future state difference is the one in which the agent is surrounded by blocks
on all sides getting to this usually involves passing through a number of intermediate
steps which all have lower values. An example solution from a particular random initial
configuration is shown in figure 3.9. Although this solution is probably not optimal in
terms of minimising the number of steps to build a shelter any improvement would be
relatively small, and we see that it takes a total of 37 different actions to complete. Also
if we look at the fifth panel where the agent is surrounded by three blocks but where
the fourth one is still quite far away, it is clear that in order to move this final block
into place it is necessary to pass through a number of states where the average future
state difference is going to be lower than the current state. This means that simply
following a local gradient in average future state difference is not going to work well
here. Potentially this could be overcome by making τ , the number of modelled future
steps, very large, but this would require that we also make N significantly larger as well
to ensure that the variance of the estimate given by equation 3.14 is small enough to
give a reasonable estimate.
Here the approach we take is to instead consider only a small value of τ = 4 (and
N = 200) to calculate the actual value of any given state, but then to explore using
much longer random trajectories. Along each of these random trajectories we then evaluate the value of each state which is encountered (using τ = 4), looking for the highest
value state anywhere along any of the random sequences we sample. That is, from a
given starting point we simulate a number Nr of trajectories of length τ2 , where each
move is chosen at random. At each state along each of these trajectories we then evaluate the value using equation 3.14 with τ = 4 and N = 200. We then choose the state
(which does not have to be at the end of a trajectory) with the highest value and update the system by taking the sequence of actions which led to this state. This helps
with exploration, preventing the system from getting stuck in a local maxima of the
average future state difference (with τ = 4). This does, however, come at a cost - this
procedure is very computationally expensive. This is because, at each state of each of
the Nr random trajectories, we have to generate N = 200 additional trajectories, each
of length 4, to estimate the state’s value. On the positive side this is extremely easy to
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Figure 3.9: One way of creating a shelter from a particular random set up. In the first
panel the agent collects the gloves located in the bottom-right square. From panels 2 to
3 the agent pulls one of the blocks up one square before collecting another block. The
whole process takes a total of 37 steps to complete (it can most probably be done in less
time than this, but not significantly so).
parallelise, but to avoid having to do this whilst still being able to run numerous long
simulations we instead decided to train a neural network to learn to estimate the value
function for an arbitrary state, when τ = 4 and N = 200. To do this, we describe a
state with a vector of input features which includes the agent’s absolute position (x and
y coordinates), whether or not the agent has the gloves and then the relative positions
of all of the blocks. We then generate 5 million random situations where the blocks and
agents are all placed, choosing some fraction where the agent has the gloves (90%) and
some fraction (10%) where it doesn’t. For each of these states we calculate a (stochastic)
average future state difference, using equation 3.14 with τ = 4 and N = 200. These
results are then used as the targets to train the neural network. Details of the neural
network architecture used and the training method employed are shown in figure 3.10.
Whilst this trained neural network does not perfectly reproduce the full value function,
it nevertheless produces a function which is virtually identical (at least qualitatively),
and which is maximised when the agent is surrounded by blocks in a central position
in the grid. Using this we can run simulations where we choose large values for both
Nr and τ2 to test whether the system is able to plan enough steps into the future to
be able to build a shelter and survive. As a demonstrative example, we choose τ2 = 15
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Figure 3.10: Details for training the neural network. The input layer takes the x and
y coordinates of the agent, the relative positions of the four blocks and whether or not
the agent has the gloves. The target output is then the calculated average future state
difference from equation 3.14. There are two hidden fully connected layers of 32 units
each, both using rectified linear unit activation functions[48]. Training is carried out on
5 million samples aiming to minimise the mean-squared error between the predictions
and the targets using the ADAM stochastic optimisation routine[49] for 100 epochs, with
batch sizes of 64. This was all implemented using the Keras library[50].
and Nr = 20, 000 and run this for 100 different random initial configurations. In 78/100
of these trials the agent was able to successfully build itself a shelter and survive. A
video showing some of the successes, as well as a few of failures, starting from different
random initial configurations is included as SI movie 1. We see that even in a number of
the cases which fail the agent gets close and given a bit more time until the lava enters
would most likely succeed. In a couple of cases the agent gets trapped with only three
blocks and is unable to get over this “potential barrier” to bring the fourth one in. This
usually happens if three of the blocks are close to one of the edges and the fourth block
is on the opposite side (although even in some cases when this happens the agent is still
able to successfully build a shelter).
Ultimately, this example shows how the relatively sophisticated behaviour required to
solve a puzzle can be spontaneously induced from a simple task-independent motivational principle. It is also a simple demonstration of how the effective time horizon of
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the FSM principle can be extended by supplementing the explicit calculation over τ
future time steps (where τ is much less than the time horizon we need to plan over)
with a random search, rather than following a local gradient, to prevent the system from
getting stuck in local maxima.
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Chapter 4

Intrinsically motivated collective
motion
In this chapter we present our primary application of the principle of FSM. We study a
group of agents, each equipped with simple visual sensors, which make decisions about
how to move so as to maximise the amount of control they have over the visual states
that they have access to in the future. As we shall see, making their decisions solely
based on this principle spontaneously leads to the emergence of a highly ordered, cohesive
and robust swarm with rich collective dynamics. In contrast to the models discussed
in Chapter 2, this occurs without the need for any explicit co-alignment or cohesive
interactions, arising purely as a result of each agent individually trying to maximise
the control it has over its (visual) future. The primary motivation here is not to come
up with a realistic model of any particular animal system, but rather to analyse a nonempirical, “bottom up” approach to collective motion based on a simple principle (FSM).
This could then potentially represent a useful conceptual framework for understanding
the collective behaviour of real organisms which are capable of seeing the world around
them and processing information. Despite this, we shall see that there are a number of
striking similarities between the results obtained from simulating this model and data
obtained from observing real starling murmurations[37].

4.1

Description of the base model

We consider a group of N finite-sized, circular agents of radius R moving with nominal
speed v0 on an infinite 2D plane. Each agent has a discrete number of visual sensors, ns ,
which act like simple retinas to detect a geometric projection of the other agents around
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Figure 4.1: (a) Definition of the visual state of an agent. The agent’s (red) angular field
of view is divided up into a finite number of sensors and the geometric projection of
the other agents is taken (represented by the solid blue arcs). If a sensor is more than
half full it reads 1, otherwise it reads 0. As such, the visual state of each agent can
be represented as a Boolean vector. (b) Each agent has 5 possible actions available at
each time step: continue along its current direction with speeds v0 , v0 + ∆v or v0 − ∆v,
or change its orientation by an amount ±∆θ. (c) To choose how to update itself each
agent performs a “tree search” of its possible future states for each of the five currently
available moves. When modelling these hypothetical future trajectories, the decisionmaking agent assumes that the other agents (blue) will continue to move in a straight
line. Each node on this future tree will have a visual state associated with it and the
agent chooses whichever of the moves in the present leads to the future tree with the
largest number of distinct visual states contained within it. Branches where a collision
is predicted (those with red outlines) are cut off and not included in this count. Here
τ = 5, and the future tree is shown for the move of reorienting by an amount ∆θ to the
left (red).
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it (see figure 4.1(a)). Each sensor either reads 1 if the fraction of it which is filled is more
than stol , which we take to be equal to a half unless otherwise stated, or a 0 otherwise. At
each time step every agent has a choice of five possible actions which allow it to change
its current orientation or its speed, as shown in figure 4.1(b). Keeping the number of
actions and the number of sensor states discrete in this way allows us to directly apply
the empowerment framework outlined in Section 2.2, although later on in the chapter we
will think about ways of modifying this model to deal with continuous visual states. To
make each decision the agents construct a tree of all of their potential future trajectories
out to some time horizon τ . On each of the hypothetical nodes contained within this tree
they then calculate the visual state that they would encounter were they in this position
at a future time — contingent on a model for how they anticipate that the other agents
are going to move. This requires making a prediction for how they expect the other
agents to move during these hypothetical futures. Later in the chapter we shall explore
different choices for this. For the time being we adopt the simple option of modelling
the other agents as moving in a straight line following their current velocity at nominal
speed v0 . The decision-making agent then counts the number of distinct visual states
associated with each initial branch of this tree, which correspond to each of the moves
which are available in the present, and chooses whichever one maximises this number. A
visualisation of this process is shown in figure 4.1(c). This amounts to an almost direct
application of the empowerment framework since we are dealing with a deterministic
environment, with the slight difference that we count all distinct states on the whole
tree rather than only those at the final future time step. Note that branches where collisions are predicted to occur are truncated and do not contribute to the distinct visual
state count. Consequently, collisions will only occur if they are unavoidable given the
available actions or if the predictive model for the future movement of the other agents
is not fully accurate. Every agent carries out the same procedure, each making the same
assumptions about how the other agents are going to move, to make its decision for
the next time step only. This makes the algorithm rather computationally demanding,
especially as τ is increased, however the essence of the procedure is extremely simple;
agents simply move to maximise the number of distinct future visual states that they
anticipate having access to.
There are a number of parameters in this model which need to be set in order for it
to be simulated. For some of them there is not necessarily an obvious criteria for how
they should be chosen, and so this warrants some discussion. For simplicity we can set
the time and length scales by choosing the time step duration ∆t and the agent radius
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R to be equal to 1. We then have to decide on the values for number of sensors ns , the
default speed v0 , the reorientation angle ∆θ, the difference between allowable speeds ∆v
and τ , the number of time steps into the future that we model hypothetical trajectories
for when making a decision. The parameters which we have the most freedom to choose
here are ns and τ . In figure 3.6 we discussed how making ns too large would lead to
an issue where virtually every accessible state is distinct, leaving the agent in a position
with nothing to determine between moves except for predicted future collisions — that
is, vision would be playing no active role and the agents would just separate from each
other (it’s worth noting that in the continuous version of this model, presented later in
the chapter, this can never occur and so is not a problem). The same issue can occur
if τ is too small, even for a reasonable choice of ns . If ns is too low (and potentially
if τ is made too large), it is then possible for each branch to explore every possible
visual state, again leading to a situation where there is no mechanism to distinguish
between moves. Another reason why making τ too large could be undesirable is that the
agents are using an imperfect heuristic to model the motion of the other agents in the
hypothetical future trajectories they consider. Generally this will gets less accurate with
increasing time steps. This would mean that what the group of agents actually does is
substantially and qualitatively different from what each individual expects the group to
do. Taking these considerations into account we choose a nominal set of parameters to
study as follows: ns = 40, τ = 4, ∆v = 2, ∆θ = 15◦ and v0 = 10. Whilst there is no deep
reason for these choices they work well and we shall find that the model is remarkably
robust, producing qualitatively similar behaviour over a wide range of parameter values.

4.2

Simulations of the base model: collective motion

To simulate the model we initialise the agents randomly into a box of a given size and
align them along the x-axis, adding a small amount of Gaussian noise to their initial
orientations (typically with a standard deviation between ∆θ and 2∆θ). We choose to
start the agents in a state which is of relatively high order, because otherwise they tend
to break up into smaller sub-groups which generally will not later amalgamate. This
occurs because we are using modest values of τ , and so if a sub-group forms where
the agents within have future trees which strongly overlap, then they are much more
strongly influenced by the motion of the agents within their group compared to the
agents in other sub-groups. Whilst we cannot probe very large values of τ due to the
computational cost, in figure 4.2 we demonstrate that the swarms become more robust
to the initial conditions we choose as τ is increased, at least for τ up to 6. Initially we
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Figure 4.2: Simple demonstration showing how the robustness to the initial conditions
in which the swarm is set up improves with increasing τ . Here we consider starting the
agents positioned randomly within boxes of sizes 100 × 100, 150 × 150 and 200 × 200 with
different amounts of noise added to each agent’s initial orientation (standard deviation
equal to ∆θ, 2∆θ and 3∆θ), for τ = 4, 5, 6. We then measure the fraction of the
agents which remain in the swarm after 100 time steps, F , averaged over 20 different
simulations. Whilst the choice of 100 time steps is quite arbitrary, usually the swarm
has equilibrated by this point (at least for N = 50). Details of exactly how we define
whether an agent is in the main swarm or not are described later on in the text. In every
case we see more agents are left for larger values of τ .
confine our attention to small swarms, choosing a nominal value of N = 50, primarily
for computational reasons — although later in the chapter we shall investigate larger
swarms of up to N = 500 agents which we are able to obtain by parallelising the simulations to be ran on many cores at once.
The primary result we find is that the simulations reliably lead to highly ordered, robust
swarms which remain cohesive and naturally regulate their density. A typical snapshot
of a swarm and the trajectories that the agents follow using the nominal set of parameter
values is shown in figure 4.3(a), at two different time steps. A video of this simulation
is also included in the supplementary materials as SI movie 2.
Before going on to measure various quantities of interest we need a way of clearly defining what constitutes the “main swarm”. This is because we are working in infinite 2D
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Figure 4.3: (a) Snapshots of a swarm where agents are moving according to the described
FSM algorithm, shown at two different times. The thick blue line shows the trajectory
that the centre of mass follows and the lighter blue lines show the individual trajectories.
The simulation employs the nominal set of parameters (ns = 40, τ = 4, ∆v = 2,
∆θ = 15◦ , v0 = 10, R = ∆t = 1), and a video is included in the supplementary material
(SI movie 2). (b) A plot showing the average value of the swarm’s order, opacity and
density for a range of different parameter values. The “standard” values are the nominal
values mentioned above, and the labels identify those parameters that are varied. All
averages are calculated over 1000 time steps having let the swarm first equilibrate. We
see that for all of these parameter variations we retain a swarm that is highly ordered
and close to marginal opacity.
space, meaning that it is possible for individuals or small sub-groups to fragment from
the main group and never return. If this happens, we do not wish to account for the
fragmented agents when calculating quantities such as the swarm’s order. As such, we
define a swarm connectivity graph between agents at each time step, where we say that
any two agents are “connected” if they are within a distance of 20R of each other (here
R is the agent radius). This is an arbitrary choice and many other values could be
chosen without significantly altering the results. For context, with N = 50 the average
swarm size is around 70R. We then define the “main swarm” to be the largest connected
component of this graph[51]. Figure 4.3(b) shows a plot of three quantities of interest
— the average order parameter, the average opacity and the average number density of
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the resultant swarms, for a variety of different parameter choices. The order parameter
φ is a measure of the overall swarm alignment and can be defined as follows:
N
1 X
φ=
v̂i
N

(4.1)

i=1

where v̂i is the unit vector pointing in the direction that agent i is currently travelling
in. Consequently, it takes a value between 0 and 1, with 1 corresponding to a perfectly
ordered swarm. We see for all parameter variations considered the resultant swarms
are extremely highly ordered, with values typically exceeding ∼ 0.98. The parameter
which seems to have the largest effect on the order is ∆θ, with smaller values leading
to even higher orders (although we note that if ∆θ is made very small the swarms tend
to become unstable, presumably because it takes many time steps to make significant
adjustments to their relative configurations).
The number density ρ can be defined as ρ =

N
A,

where A is the area within the convex

hull bounding the main swarm[52]. The average opacity is also shown and is defined
simply as the average fraction of each agent’s visual field which is filled by the projection
of the other agents. We find that for all parameter values the opacity is close to 0.5,
seemingly converging ever closer towards this value as τ is increased. This marginal
opacity[46] is a feature that is observed in flocks of starlings. One might assume that it
arises in our model only because of the (natural) choice of stol = 0.5, however we also
include a simulation where stol = 0.3 and find that an average opacity close to 0.5 still
emerges. Later in the chapter, we shall also introduce a more continuous measure of
the degeneracy of future visual states which does not require dividing up the field of
view into a discrete number of sensors. Here we also find that marginal opacity emerges,
suggesting that it is a natural consequence of FSM.
We also calculate the correlation function of fluctuations around the swarm’s instantaneous mean velocity. It has been suggested that many biological systems may be
poised at criticality[53], and one characteristic supporting this, observed in starling
murmurations,[37] is that they exhibit scale free correlations. This means that the
correlation length of the system scales linearly with increasing size, such that there is no
characteristic length scale over which individuals remain correlated. This is thought to,
amongst other things, improve the quality of the swarm’s collective response to external
perturbations such as the detection of a predator. To study this we define the instan-
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Figure 4.4: (a) Plot of the velocity fluctuation correlation functions we observe from
simulating our model for a range of different swarm sizes (from N = 50 to N = 200).
The inset figure shows the correlation length, defined as the point at which the correlation
function crosses the x-axis (after its highest point) as a function of the physical size of
the swarm. (b) Taken from Cavagna et al.[37]. Correlation functions and correlation
lengths calculated from data obtained observing real murmurations of starlings. (c) A
heat map showing the average number of hypothetical future visual states available to
an agent given its position within the swarm — see in the main text for more details
about how this is calculated. The x-axis is the average centre of mass velocity and the
solid black line represents the average convex hull of the swarm. We see that within the
swarm this measure is remarkably uniform, suggesting that agents are generally just as
happy to be in the centre of the swarm as they are to be on the edges.
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taneous velocity fluctuation of agent i as ui = vi − hvi, where vi is the agent’s current
velocity and hvi is the average velocity of the main swarm. We can then look at how the
average value of ui .uj between any two agents i and j varies as a function of the distance
between them. This is shown in figure 4.4(a) for swarms made up of between 50 and 200
agents, normalised such that hui .uj i = 1. Note that the plot only shows distances of
more than 2R (with R = 1) since otherwise the agents will have collided. Figure 4.4(b)
shows data from starling flocks taken by Cavagna et al.[37]. Whilst the behaviour of the
correlation functions from our simulations at very short distances is surprising in that
it has a sharp dip (particularly for N = 50), the overall similarity with the starling data
is striking. Most interestingly we find that the correlation length, defined as the point
that the correlation function crosses the axis (ignoring the initial dip for N = 50), also
scales linearly with the size of swarm (defined to be the square root of the area of the
convex hull), and hence that the correlations within this model are scale free. The similarities of our model with the starling data in terms of the observed order parameters,
the marginal opacity and the scale free correlations is quite remarkable as we did not
set out to empirically model the behaviour of starlings. Despite this, upon reflection, it
makes some sense that a group of agents seeking to maximise the control they have over
their future visual environment would choose to be in a state of marginal opacity since
this is compatible with the largest variety of visual states. The scale free correlations
also make sense as we would expect the swarm as a whole to prefer a configuration where
collectively it most rapidly able to respond to external perturbations.
The final quantity we look at is the actual number of hypothetical future visual states
that are available to an agent, and how this varies depending upon its position within
the swarm (see figure 4.4(c). To do this we run a standard simulation and at each
time step calculate the current centre of mass and the centre of mass velocity. We then
discretise space using a grid of points relative to the centre of mass, with grid points
taking integer values between −100 and 100 in both the x and y directions, where the
x-axis is defined by the swarm’s current centre of mass velocity. At each of these grid
points we place a “test agent” by moving whichever agent in the swarm is closest to the
grid point under consideration and calculating the number of hypothetical visual states
which would be available to it if it was there. We then replace the agent in its previous
position and move on to the next grid point. This count is averaged over 10 different
runs, each consisting of 1000 time steps. For guidance we include the black line which
is the average shape of the swarm, defined in terms of its convex hull. To get this, at
each time step we consider every angle θ ∈ [0, 2π) (discretised, but finely enough so as to
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not be noticeable in the plot) and calculate the distance at which a radial line starting
at the swarm’s centre of mass and oriented with angle θ intercepts the swarm’s convex
hull. For each θ we average these values over the simulations to give us the average
swarm shape shown in figure 4.4(c). Intuitively, one might think that an agent would
have more hypothetical future visual states available to it if it starts somewhere nearer
the middle of the swarm — however we see this is not the case. Within the typical size
of the swarm the landscape of this measure is remarkably uniform, with no significant
gradients on average. This suggests that generally an agent moving to maximise this
quantity should be equally happy (on average) whether it finds itself in the middle of
the swarm or out on the edges. This means that we should not expect there to be any
significant flows present in the cluster.

4.3

Alternative models for the predicted trajectories of
other agents in the swarm

A key ingredient in the set up presented so far is a model for how the decision making
agent predicts the rest of the swarm will move within the hypothetical future trajectories
considered. If we accept that FSM is a sensible principle for the agents to be following,
then clearly it is preferable for them to be using the most accurate model possible when
modelling the future motion of the other agents. So far, we have considered only a
heuristic in which the other agents move ballistically in a straight line at speed v0 . This
is clearly only an approximation to the trajectories which will actually be realised, as
can be seen from a quick glance at figure 4.3(a). Nevertheless, there is at least some
level of self-consistency here because the resultant swarm has very high order and the
trajectories do not deviate substantially from ballistic motion. Whilst it is an interesting result that we get collective motion using such a simple heuristic, we would like to
develop heuristics which can be made more self-consistent with the FSM procedure.
To make the model fully self-consistent we need to be able to model the other agents
as if they were also moving according to FSM. However, to do this they need a model
for how the other agents are going to move themselves, which depends upon the current
decision that is being made. This makes finding a closed solution which is completely
self-consistent very difficult; potentially impossible. An alternative approach could be
to build a hierarchy of models, in which at each level FSM is used contingent on the
trajectories of the other agents being governed by the model at the level below it. So
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for example, the first model could be to move according to FSM under the assumption
that the other agents will move ballistically (our base model). Then, the next model
up in the hierarchy would be to move according to FSM under the assumption that the
other agents will move according to the first model (FSM with the ballistic assumption),
and so on. By iterating this forward, one might hope that we could eventually converge
towards a fully self-consistent solution — however this quickly becomes extremely computationally demanding. As such, in this section we focus on heuristics which are simple
and computationally quick to calculate, but which we can tune in some way to make
them at least partially self-consistent.
The first alternative we consider is a heuristic in which the other agents in the swarm

Figure 4.5: (a) Convergence towards a more self-consistent heuristic. We consider two
heuristics which take as input an order parameter, and run the FSM procedure with
these heuristics used to model the motion of the other agents in the hypothetical future
trajectories. This produces a swarm with a new average order parameter, which we use
as an input to the heuristic in the next iteration. Eventually we converge to a value where
the output from the FSM procedure is consistent with the input order in the heuristic.
A video showing the first three iterations using the “collective target order” heuristic is
included in the supplementary information as SI movie 3. (b) The topological Vicsek
model’s only control parameter is the noise added to each agent’s orientation at each
time step. To convert this into an order we run simulations of the topological Vicsek
model for many different noise values, each for 10,000 time steps. We then calculate
the average order parameter, allowing us to map directly between a noise value to an
average order, and vice-versa.
are updated in random order so as to collectively target a particular value of the order
parameter: at each time step every agent, in a random order, chooses to either maintain
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its current orientation or turn by an amount ±∆θ, based on whichever of these options
will bring the collective order parameter of the swarm closest to its target value, φt .
Whilst this is a somewhat unnatural procedure for the individual agents to be following,
it nevertheless provides a simple way to generate a swarm with an order parameter which
is very close to the specified input target φt . This is then a parameter which can be
tuned in order to make this heuristic for the motion of the other agents as close to being
self-consistent with the actual motion of the FSM procedure as possible. To implement
this we start with a given target order, say φt = 0.9, and run the FSM algorithm. Rather
than assuming that the other agents will move ballistically in the hypothetical future
trajectories, instead they are assumed to move to collectively target order φt , as just
described. Running FSM with this heuristic will produce a swarm which has an average
order parameter φr — which generally will not be equal to φt . However, once we have
this we can re-run the FSM procedure, where now we use φt = φr , i.e. we target the
order obtained from the previous iteration of the FSM algorithm. We can then repeat
this procedure to find a target order which is consistent with the actual order that FSM
produces under this heuristic. This is shown in figure 4.5(a) (in blue). In this we take
two different initial starting states — one at φt = 1, and the other at φt = 0.9. The
points plotted are the average order of the FSM procedure where we iteratively use the
value of order realised at the previous iteration for the next φt . We see that indeed we
are able to achieve convergence to an output order φr which is ultimately in excellent
agreement with the input order φt . At this point, the agents are then using a heuristic
for the motion of the others which is self-consistent at the level of the swarm’s average
order (although of course the heuristic with this φt will still not perfectly mimic the
FSM procedure). Note that if we start this iterative procedure with φt . 0.85 then the
resultant swarm is unstable and tends to fragment into smaller sub-groups — although
these sub-groups still have higher order.
As a second alternative heuristic which is perhaps a more natural choice we consider
the topological Vicsek model[43], mentioned towards the end of Chapter 2. This is a
more natural choice for modelling the motion of the other agents as it is a well established model of collective motion and only involves interactions between neighbours,
rather than requiring each individual to know about the swarm’s global order parameter. Here the agents update their orientations with a co-alignment interaction between
their topologically assigned neighbours, subject to the addition of some scalar noise.
The downside to this heuristic is that the only parameter we have to tune for better
self-consistency with FSM is the noise, not the order parameter itself, and so running
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Figure 4.6: Snapshots of the swarms produced, as well as the modelled future trajectories
for the three heuristics considered so far. (a) Ballistic heuristic: agents are modelled as
moving in a straight line at v0 . (b) The topological Vicsek heuristic. (c) The collective
target order heuristic. Details for each of these are given in the text.
the FSM procedure does not directly give us a new noise value to compare with. This
requires us to run simulations of the topological Vicsek model itself for a wide range of
different noise values, as shown in figure 4.5(b). This information allows us to convert
directly between the noise introduced into the topological Vicsek heuristic and an average order parameter. This can then be compared directly with the average order found
from running the FSM procedure, and so we are able to proceed in the same spirit as
we did with the previous heuristic, starting with a given value of the noise and iterating
the FSM procedure forward to look for convergence. This is also shown in figure 4.5(a)
(in red), and again we see that it converges to a self-consistent average order parameter.
To get a rough idea of how good these heuristics actually are at mimicking FSM we
show some snapshots in figure 4.6 of the swarms that form, as well as the predicted
future states out to τ = 4. We see that over 4 time steps even the ballistic model is a
reasonably accurate predictor, however there is a clear difference between the behaviour
of the actual swarm and the predicted future trajectories which will quickly get worse
if τ is made larger. For the other two cases (which are shown after their input orders
have been tuned to be as self-consistent as possible), we see by eye that the predicted
future swarm looks virtually identical to the actual swarm. Whilst we know that over
a longer period of time these heuristics will get gradually worse (in part because they
have no cohesion built into them), nevertheless this demonstrates how, over relatively
small future time intervals it is possible to construct a simple heuristic which is more
self-consistent with the FSM algorithm than the ballistic assumption.
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4.4

Training a neural network to mimic the FSM procedure

We can generate a more realistic heuristic for the motion of the other agents by training
a neural network to learn directly how to mimic the decisions made by the FSM algorithm. This could then be used to model the motion of the other agents over a much
larger number of time steps whilst potentially still retaining its similarity to the actually
realised FSM trajectories. Additionally, it would provide a useful demonstration of the
plausibility of organisms being able to make decisions which may seem like they are
using FSM, but without actually having to perform complicated calculations involving
the consideration of many hypothetical future trajectories.
To do this we run simulations of the full FSM procedure and for each agent at each time
step record the current and previous visual state that the agent sees (a 2ns -dimensional
vector), along with the decision it makes (an integer between 1 and 5). This means
that we are only going to provide the neural network with visual information that would
be available in a real situation, i.e. without the need to model any hypothetical future
trajectories. It is interesting to note that the inclusion of the previous visual state, as
well as the current visual state, is crucial in training a neural network which is able
to qualitatively mimic the FSM algorithm. Once this data is gathered we essentially
have a supervised learning problem[54]. That is, we have a set of inputs and a set of
corresponding labels (the moves made by the FSM procedure), and we want to to learn
a function which is able to map between the two. Since we will never be able to gather
enough data to build a look-up table telling us what the FSM algorithm would do for
every conceivable input, it is necessary to use a method which can generalise well to
unseen states. Since we are relatively unconstrained in terms of the amount of data we
can gather (we can run as many simulations as we like, within reason), we decided to use
a deep neural network[55] as a function approximator, since these are known to generalise well for a wide range of tasks when provided with sufficiently large amounts of data.
To gather the data we run the FSM algorithm with the “standard” set of parameters, under the assumption that other agents move according to the ballistic heuristic.
We carry out 800 separate simulations, each for 250 time steps with an array of different
starting configurations — agents are initially placed at random in a square box with
dimensions that vary randomly between 80 and 160, and Gaussian noise with standard
deviation 2∆θ is added to their initial orientation. Including such a variety of initial con55

Figure 4.7: (a) The agent’s current visual state, as well as the visual state at the previous
time step, is provided as the input to the neural network. We provide the actual fraction
of each sensor filled rather than just the 0 or a 1 that the FSM algorithm would use. The
inputs corresponding to the previous visual state are shown in light blue, where as the
dark blue inputs correspond to the agent’s current visual state. These inputs are then fed
through four hidden layers (of 200, 100, 50 and 25 units respectively) and attached to an
output which gives an integer between 1 and 5, shown in orange. (b) Typical trajectories
of the swarm produced when each agent moves according to the trained neural network.
This can be compared to figure 4.3(a). A video showing a swarm moving according to
the full FSM algorithm side-by-side with a swarm in which each agent moves according
to the trained neural network is included in the supplementary materials (SI movie 4).
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ditions provides the network with many examples to learn from that differ significantly
from the steady state, and hence allows the network to learn to mimic FSM in these
perturbed situations as well. We find that this significantly increases the robustness of
the resultant swarms, allowing them to better recover from small fluctuations without
fragmenting. In total, this gives us 10 million labelled examples to train on.
The neural network architecture we employ is sketched in figure 4.7(a) and consists of
four fully-connected hidden layers containing 200, 100, 50 and 25 neurons respectively.
The last of these is attached to a softmax classifier[56], outputting an integer between 1
and 5. Whilst it is usually difficult to gain any intuition for exactly how a deep neural
network learns, the idea of starting with larger hidden layers which get progressively
smaller as information is propagated forwards is that the earlier layers should be able
to identify “lower-level” features of the input. These then feed into the subsequent,
smaller layers which hopefully can learn “higher-level” features that are important in
the decision making process. By having multiple hidden layers, the rationale is that this
will allow a hierarchy of features to be learned at gradually higher and higher levels of
abstraction. Despite this basic idea, we can make no real attempt to understand what
these actual higher level features that the network might be learning are, and so the
network can effectively be considered as a black-box function approximator. All of the
hidden layer units use the non-linear ReLU[48] (rectified linear unit) activation function
(ReLU(x) = 0 if x < 0, ReLU(x) = x for x >= 0). The network is trained on 90% of
the data, leaving 10% aside for validation. This is carried out for 500 epochs using the
ADAM optimizer[49] in Keras[50], with an initial learning rate of 0.0001.
Typical trajectories of a swarm produced using the trained neural network are shown in
figure 4.7(b), and a video showing a side-by-side comparison with the full FSM algorithm
is included in the supplementary materials as SI movie 4. We see that qualitatively they
are extremely similar to the trajectories produced by the full FSM algorithm shown
in figure 4.3(a). The average order, opacity and density for the trained network are
also included in figure 4.3(b) and can be seen to be very similar to the full FSM algorithm, meaning that the agreement is both qualitative and quantitative. This is quite
remarkable as the fully trained network only achieves a correct classification accuracy
of ≈ 43.8%, i.e. over half of the time it is not able to correctly reproduce the exact
move which would be made by the full FSM algorithm. This suggests that there may
not be enough information contained in only the current and previous visual states to
predict exactly what FSM will do, since under FSM each decision involves simulating
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a large number of hypothetical future trajectories. However, it may also be the case
that a better learning procedure would be able to do significantly better job. That we
get such good agreement in spite of this relatively low classification accuracy also suggests there are many situations that an agent can find itself in where the precise move
it chooses is fairly irrelevant, at least in terms of the overall, qualitative swarm dynamics.
To test whether it was really necessary to use multiple hidden layers we also trained
a network using exactly the same approach but with only one hidden layer made up of
250 neurons. In this case, we found that we were only able to achieve a classification
accuracy of ≈ 38.5%, and whilst the resultant swarm produced was still qualitatively
similar it was also significantly less stable — see SI movie 5 in the supplementary materials for a side-by-side comparison with the deep network.
At this stage we have a heuristic which mimics FSM, at least qualitatively, over a long
period of time and which can be run with relatively little computational expense. Given
the discussion in the previous section, a natural next step would be to run the full FSM
algorithm but using this trained neural network to model the hypothetical future motion of the other agents. We could then use the results of these simulations to train a
new neural network, and iterate this process to try and get some form of convergence
towards self-consistency. In this case, we might hope to achieve convergence at the level
of multiple quantities of interest (e.g. average order, opacity and density), rather than
just the average order. Unfortunately we were not able to get this to work properly as
we ran into issues training the second-level neural network (i.e. when we train it using
data obtained from FSM with the first neural network used to generate the hypothetical
trajectories of the other agents). Here, we found that we were not able to get such a high
classification accuracy, dropping from ≈ 43.8% to ≈ 38.0%, which significantly affected
the robustness of the resultant swarms. This did not appear to improve with subsequent
iterations, and so we were not able to demonstrate a clear convergence, nor have we
really been able to explain the reason for this. It is possible that it is just fundamentally
more difficult to predict the correct moves made by the FSM algorithm when it uses
a more complicated heuristic for the motion of the other agents, but this is hard to
verify without really knowing anything about how the neural network is learning. The
assumption is that if we were able to train a neural network with a significantly higher
classification accuracy, such that it is quantitatively more accurate in mimicking FSM,
that we would be able to get this to converge.
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4.5

The importance of collision detection

In the model as it has been introduced so far, as mentioned previously, when we consider
the hypothetical future trajectories for an agent we cut off any branches where a collision is predicted to occur. Whilst this is quite natural, in this section we examine what
happens if we remove this feature and instead just choose whichever move leads purely
to the largest number of distinct future visual states. Intuitively, one might expect that
this would not have a significant impact on the outcome, however surprisingly we find
that this is not the case. When we run the algorithm with no collision detection we find
that all of the agents come together to form an extremely dense swarm where all of the
agents overlap significantly with each other (see figure 4.8(a)).
Intuitively it is clear that this state cannot be the one that maximises the average
number of future visual states available to each agent. To demonstrate this, we consider
running a simulation without collision detection but where we scale all of the resulting
positions at each time step by a range of different factors. From each of these new configurations we then perform a future tree search (again ignoring collisions), counting the
average number of distinct visual states available if the agents instead started from this
scaled up configuration. Note that the actual trajectories are generated by FSM with no
scaling — it is only afterwards that we visit each frame and recalculate what the number
of future states available would be if we scaled the distances between agents. We see
very clearly that the state which the swarm actually settles into is far from optimal in
the sense of maximising its potential future state count, and that, if they were able to
make decisions collectively, they could reach a configuration where they all have access
to far more future visual states on average. However, because they are all moving by
individually following a local gradient so as to “selfishly” maximise their own potential
visual state count, they end up in a state which does not correspond to a global optimum. Figure 4.8(h) shows the result when future collision detection is accounted for and
we see that they find themselves in a state which collectively has a much higher state
count (although probably still not collectively optimal, as they still selfishly follow local
gradients). This is true even if we count future visual states including collision detection, which can potentially cut off many future states. As such, it seems that somewhat
fortuitously the inclusion of collision avoidance in the modelling of hypothetical future
trajectories prevents the agents from selfishly moving into an extremely non-optimal
global configuration, which subsequently leads to more interesting collective motion.
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Figure 4.8: The importance of truncating hypothetical trajectories when a collision
is detected. (a) A snapshot of the swarm which forms when we do not account for
predicted future collisions. The agents come together and form a very dense swarm
where they are constantly overlapping with each other. (b)-(g) show the same snapshot
but where the distances between agents have been artificially scaled up by different
factors, as indicated. For each time step of the simulation represented in (a) we carry
out the same scaling and calculate the average number of future visual states available
from these scaled configurations, rather than the actual configuration the system is in
(using τ = 5 and averaging over 2000 time steps). We see that the dense swarm which
actually forms definitely does not maximise the agents’ average future visual state count.
(h) shows a swarm which is generated with the inclusion of collision detection in the
hypothetical future trajectories. For each time step we then count the number of visual
states available when we include (or don’t include) collision detection. We see that even
with the inclusion of collisions, and hence the truncation of branches of the future tree,
there are more visual states available on average. A fairer comparison can be obtained
by not including collisions when actually evaluating the future state count, in which case
we see that there is a huge increase compared to (a).

4.6
4.6.1

Other variations in the model
Elliptical agents

So far we have only considered agents which are circular disks of unit radius. Whilst
this has the advantage of extreme simplicity, it is of interest to see how the results of
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Figure 4.9: (a) Schematic for taking the visual projection of an elliptical agent placed
at (xi , yi ) (relative to the agent taking the projection), oriented at an angle θ. (b) A
Snapshot of the trajectories followed by elliptical agents with a major axis of 3 and a
minor axis of 1, moving according to FSM.
this model change when we consider agents with more complicated geometries. In this
section we think about how we can generalise to elliptical agents, and analyse the effect
this has on the resultant swarms. To do this the only real question we need to address
is how to calculate the visual projection of an elliptical agent. Let us take the current
position of the agent whose visual state we are considering to be the origin, and consider
an elliptical agent placed at position x = (xi , yi ), with its major radius a oriented along
angle θ and its minor radius equal to b, as shown in figure 4.9(a). The equation of this
ellipse is:
[(x − xi ) cos(θ) + (y − yi ) sin(θ)]2 [(x − xi ) sin(θ) − (y − yi ) cos(θ)]2
+
=1
a2
b2

(4.2)

We then consider the interception of this ellipse with a straight line of gradient m passing
through the origin, described by y = mx. Substituting this into the equation for the
ellipse we can obtain
a solution for the points where the line intersects the ellipse, in the
√
form x =

xnum ± xsqrt
.
xden

However, for the purposes of calculating the visual projection we

are only interested in the cases when the straight line just touches the ellipse. In this
case, there is only one point of intersection between the line and the ellipse, meaning
that xsqrt = 0. Running through this calculation we have a quadratic equation for the
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two values of m that just touch the ellipse:
m=

√
mnum ± msqrt
mden

where:
mnum = (a − b)(a + b) sin(2θ) − 2xi yi

(4.3)

mden = a2 + b2 − 2x2i + (a − b)(a + b) cos(2θ)
msqrt = 2b2 (x2i + yi2 ) + 2a2 (x2i + yi2 − 2b2 )
− 2(a − b)(a + b) [(xi − yi )(xi + yi ) cos(2θ) + 2xi yi sin(2θ)]
These values can then be used to find the actual points of intersection, and hence to
calculate the angular interval which is filled by the agent.
If we fix the minor axis as equal to one and consider varying the major axis a of the
ellipse (which is either in the direction of travel or perpendicular to it), then overall we
find that up until around a ≈ 5 the resultant swarm is qualitatively similar to when the
agents are just circles — a snapshot of the trajectories with a = 3 is shown in figure
4.9(b). Increasing the value of a much beyond this leads to the swarm becoming unstable, at least for the values of τ we have considered. As such it seems like the qualitative
results arising from FSM maximisation are partially effected by the geometry of the
agents, although not too significantly.

4.6.2

Blind spot in the visual field of view

If order to make comparisons between our model and experimental data we may need
to incorporate features which make it more realistic, or at least show that these features
do not have an especially significant affect. In our model we have assumed that agents
have full 360◦ vision (in 2D). This is certainly not true for any real animals that we
may wish to compare with (and of course they also don’t live in 2D), although we note
that Starling’s visual blind spot is actually fairly small at ≈ 64◦ [57]. In this section
we consider the effect of including a visual blind spot where the agents have a certain
angle ∆θexc behind them where they cannot see. This is shown schematically in figure
4.10(a). Since we are working with agents that have a discrete number of sensors there
are two options we have here in terms of how to modify the visual states that the agents
report. One is to simply leave the agent with the same number of sensors as it had
before, but say that any of them which lie within the excluded region always read a
zero. The other is that we scale up the number of sensors such that there are always
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Figure 4.10: (a) Inclusion of an excluded angle ∆θexc , creating a region behind the
agents where they cannot see. (b) Demonstration of the swarm becoming less stable as
this excluded angle is increased. The fraction of agents left in the swarm, as defined in
section 4.2, after 500 time steps is plotted for different values of ∆θexc and τ . In this
case the agents have the same number of sensors (ns = 40), but any that fall in the
excluded region always register a 0. Each point is averaged over 10 separate runs. (c)
Snapshots of a swarm with ∆θexc = 210◦ at four different times. In this case the number
of sensors is scaled up such that there are 40 sensors in the non-excluded angular region.
This improves the stability. (d) The average order parameter of the main swarm vs. the
excluded angle, using the second approach where the number of sensors are scaled up.
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the same number, ns , in the non-excluded region. For small values of ∆θexc we find that
this makes little difference, however as we look at larger excluded angles we find that the
latter method is more stable. Figure 4.10(b) shows results from using the first of these
approaches, looking at the fraction of agents which are still apart of the main swarm (as
defined in section 4.2) after some number of time steps (500) when ∆θexc is increased.
We see that once we get to excluded angles in the region of ∼ 180◦ that a significant
fraction of the swarm fragments, although this can be mediated by increasing τ . In the
second case where the number of sensors is scaled up, we find that for these excluded
angles the swarm usually stays together. Nevertheless, if we look at the average order
parameter (figure 4.10(d)) it is clear that the swarm is becoming noisier for larger values
of ∆θexc . It is interesting that this seems to happen fairly abruptly, with the swarm
being almost completely stable for excluded angles less than around 150◦ . Snapshots of
a swarm using the second approach and with an excluded angle of 210◦ are shown in
figure 4.10(c), where we see how it tends to fluctuate between being a swarm qualitatively
similar to the model with full vision and being stretched out in the direction of travel.
Intuitively, this makes some sense as it means that more of the agents are in the nonexcluded angular region and so can actually be seen in the near future (agents are only
looking τ = 5 into the future and so can only reorient by a maximum of τ ∆θ = 75◦
during the future trajectories being considered). We would hypothesize, and there is
some evidence from the data, that as τ → ∞ the swarms will remain stable for any
value of ∆θexc .

4.7

A more continuous measure of the degeneracy of visual
states

The model that we’ve studied so far is inelegant insofar as we need to divide the agents’
visual field of view into a discrete number of sensors, ns . Whilst in reality all visual
systems do involve a finite number of sensors (e.g. retinal cells are discrete), and although
we have discussed some of the considerations that we need to make when choosing ns ,
overall it is fairly arbitrary. As such, removing it as a parameter might make the model
more elegant and would, at least, decrease the number of control parameters by one. In
Section 3.2, we proposed a function that compares how different any two given states
are. We then maximised the average pairwise difference between all of the accessible
future states. If we continue to take the visual state to be defined in terms of a geometric
projection of the other agents (as in figure 4.1(a)), but no longer divide it up into a finite
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Figure 4.11: Defining a measure of the difference between two continuous visual states.
A fully continuous visual state can be defined on the interval [0, 2π) in terms of the
edges obtained from the projection of the other agents. We can then simply define
the difference between any two states to be the fraction of the interval where they are
different.
number of sensors, we can define a completely continuous visual state on the interval
[0, 2π). By introducing a function f (θ) which takes on a value of 0 or 1 depending on
whether the projection of any other agent occupies the agent’s visual field at the angle
θ or not, a natural measure of the difference between any two given visual states i and
j can be defined in the following way:
1
dij =
2π

Z

2π

[fi (θ) (1 − fj (θ)) + fj (θ) (1 − fi (θ))] dθ

(4.4)

0

That is, the difference is defined as the fraction of the angular field of view where the two
states take on different values. This is illustrated schematically in figure 4.11. We can
then generalise the FSM maximisation algorithm by taking exactly the same approach,
but now rather than counting the total number of distinct visual states available to each
initial branch α of the future state tree we instead assign a weight to each node given by
the average difference between this state and every other state accessible on this branch.
That is, we build a tree of future states as before (with truncation on/after collisions),
and for each of the α available initial moves that we are considering we will have a tree
which has nα possible states on it. We then define a score Wα for each of these initial
branches in the following way:
Wα =

nα X
nα
1 X
dij
nα
i=1 j=1
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(4.5)

The agents then choose whichever move corresponds to the branch with the largest score.
Figure 4.12(a) shows snapshots of a typical trajectory of the resultant swarm generated
by using FSM based on Wα . We see that this is qualitatively very similar to what we
obtained in the discretised case (here N = 50, τ = 5 and the other parameters are the
“nominal” values — a video is included as SI Movie 6 in the supplementary materials).

Figure 4.12: (a) Trajectories of a typical swarm that forms when we use the continuous measure of the degeneracy of future visual states, for N = 50, τ = 5 and other
parameters taking the standard values. See SI movie 6 in the supplementary materials.
(b) Correlation functions for the fluctuations around the average velocity. These results
are obtained from simulating swarms made up of different numbers of agents using the
continuous measure of visual state degeneracy. This can be compared with figure 4.4(a).
Here the normalisation is slightly different in that we divide each correlation function
by its maximum value (not including self-correlations) — this simply makes it easier to
display them all on the same plot. The inset figure shows how the correlation length
(the point at which the function crosses the axis) varies with the physical size of the
swarm. All results are averaged over 1000 time steps after the swarm has equilibrated.

We see that the average order parameter is again very high and that the average opacity
of the swarm is extremely close to 0.5. This is more interesting than before, however,
since we no longer have any discretised sensors with a given tolerance but instead have
a fully continuous measure of the degeneracy of visual states. This provides strong ev66

idence that FSM naturally leads to swarms that are marginally opaque. We can also
make a rough analytic argument that this should be the case. Starting from equation
4.5, the quantity that we are trying to maximise under the FSM algorithm is given by:
hdij i =

nα X
nα Z 2π
1 X
[fk (θ)(1 − fm (θ)) + fm (θ)(1 − fk (θ))] dθ
2πnα
0

(4.6)

k=1 m=1

We can consider the functional derivative of this expression:
nα X
nα Z 2π
δhdij i
1 X
[δkp (1 − fm ) − fk δmp + δmp (1 − fk ) − fm δkp ] dθ
=
δfp
nα
0

(4.7)

k=1 m=1

If we set this equal to zero then we find that:
#
"n Z
α
2π
1 X
(1 − 2fk (θ)) dθ = 0
πnα
0

(4.8)

k=1

That is, on average

R 2π
0

(1 − 2fk (θ))dθ = 0. This implies that:
Z

2π

fk (θ)dθ = π

(4.9)

0

which is exactly the condition we require for marginal opacity on average, over all of the
future accessible states. Whilst this condition cannot possibly be sufficient to guarantee
that hdij i will be maximised (we could have nα identical half-full states, for example),
it nevertheless indicates that it is a necessary condition. It should be noted that it is
unclear how justified this procedure is, since f (θ) is not continuous, and so this should
not be taken as a rigorous proof. We should also emphasise that this is a result about
the average over all of the accessible future visual states, and as such does not necessarily imply that the actual swarm must be in a state of marginal opacity. Nevertheless,
intuitively it seems reasonable to expect that the easiest way of achieving this condition averaged over potential future states is to start from a state which is itself close to
marginal opacity. This is, indeed, what we find empirically.
Using this continuous version of the model we can also study the correlation functions
and how the correlation length changes with swarm size, as we did previously in the
discrete case. This is shown in figure 4.12(b) for swarms made up of between 50 and
200 agents. We can compare this with figure 4.4(a), showing the results for the standard
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model with discrete sensors. We note that figure 4.12(b) is normalised differently: to
display all the correlation functions on a single plot we have normalised them such that
their maximum values are equal to one, however this is relatively unimportant since we
are primarily interested in the correlation length, which is not effected by this scaling.
We see that the feature of scale-free correlations, in which the correlation length scales
with the size of the swarm, is still a feature of the model when we use this new measure
of the degeneracy of potential future visual states. We also observe that the correlation
functions are smoother than in figure 4.4(a), especially for larger swarms, and that there
is no prominent bump at shorter distances which we had no clear explanation for in the
simulation results obtained with discrete visual sensors.
Finally, the results found in section 4.5 about the importance of including collision
avoidance in the model also carry over to this more continuous setting in more or less
exactly the same way (the average score Wα is much lower when collision avoidance is
taken out of the future trajectories, and the resultant swarm is very dense). Overall,
despite the fact that this modification to the algorithm is actually quite significant the
fundamental philosophy has not changed, and we find that the swarms produced are
extremely similar to those generated using discrete sensor arrays, at least for small N .
As we shall see, there are some significant differences to the swarm morphologies when
N is made larger, which we explore in section 4.8.

4.7.1

More continuous action selection

We can also modify the model to make the choice of action somewhat more continuous.
This can be done for either the continuous or the discrete sensor version of the model.
To achieve this, rather than having a discrete set of moves that an agent can pick
from at each time step we instead consider a maximum reorientation angle ∆θmax and
a maximum difference in speed from v0 , ∆vmax . We then sample some number (Na )
of these initial moves at random, such that the reorientation angle is chosen uniformly
from [−∆θmax , ∆θmax ] and the speed difference from [−∆vmax , ∆vmax ]. For each of these
initial moves, we then simulate Nt hypothetical future trajectories, where the agent’s
moves are chosen randomly at each step within the intervals given and the other agents
move according to whichever heuristic we choose. Here, rather than an exhaustive “tree
search” of possible trajectories we are instead performing a Monte Carlo simulation where
we simulate a fixed number of random future trajectories. We then record the visual
state at each step, and if a collision is predicted this trajectory is truncated. This allows
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us to produce a score based on comparing the average difference (or absolute number)
of these potentially accessible future visual states from each of the initial moves we
consider, and choose whichever of these has the highest. We should note that this is not
a fully continuous approach to choosing an action, which would allow for the agents to
choose any action in the given range at each time step.

4.8

Simulation of larger swarms

Up to this point we have considered relatively small swarms, with a nominal value of
N = 50. This is because the computational resources necessary to simulate the FSM
procedure grow significantly with both the swarm size, as well as with τ . To be more
precise, there are N agents which make a decision at each time step by simulating a
number of hypothetical trajectories, calculating a visual state at each possible future
P
i future nodes to consider, which is dominated by
node. There are potentially τi=1 Nm
τ , where N
Nm
m is the number of moves each agent has available to it. The calculation

of a single visual state involves calculating the 2N edges which then need to be inserted
into the final visual state, which can be done in O(N log(N )). Thus, the whole process
τ ) per time step. Empirically, this means that simulating more than
is O(N 2 log(N )Nm

about N = 200 agents with τ = 5 was not realistic when running the code on a single
core. Despite this, even at these small sizes we find some interesting features in terms
of the qualitative behaviour of the swarms as N is increased. Figure 4.13 shows how
the shape of the swarm changes as N is increased (here using τ = 5, as for τ = 4 and
N = 200 the swarm can be unstable and fragment). We see that as N is increased the
swarm stretches out in the direction perpendicular to the centre of mass velocity.
To look at larger swarms than this it was necessary to parallelise the code so that
it could be ran on many cores at once. The most natural way to do this was to use the
MPI (Message Passing Interface) framework[58], assigning a certain number of agents to
each core. That is, we have a primary process which, at each time step, broadcasts the
current state of the swarm to the other cores, which then carry out the FSM calculation
for the set of agents to which it has been assigned. Each of these cores then sends the
decisions it has calculated back to the primary process, which updates the global state of
the swarm for the next time step. Making use of Warwick University’s high performance
computing facilities we were able to run a simulation of N = 500 agents with τ = 6,
making use of 251 cores — so 2 agents per core, plus one to receive the results and
update/broadcast the state of the swarm. Snapshots of the results obtained from this
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N=50

N=100

N=200

Figure 4.13: Snapshots of swarms made up of different numbers of agents, using discrete
visual states. Here we use the standard parameters (apart from τ being changed to 5 to
increase stability). As N is increased, the swarm tends to stretch out in the direction
perpendicular to the direction of movement.
are shown in figure 4.14. The system starts with the agents positioned randomly in a
square region before going through a number of transitory states involving rich dynamics. Eventually the swarm then fragments, splitting into two subgroups which are both
stretched out perpendicularly to the direction of travel. A video of this is included in
the supplementary materials as SI movie 7.
To explain why the swarm tends to stretch out in this way we thought about how
the tree of accessible final states looks for different choices of parameters, shown in figure 4.15. Here we consider varying ∆θ and ∆v, which we see has a significant impact
on the set of final positions that can be reached with the allowed moves after τ time
steps. Here we have used τ = 5 and otherwise standard parameters. Note that obviously v0 also effects the final positions that can be reached, however we have kept this
as a constant. We see that for the “standard” set of parameters where ∆θ = 15◦ and
∆v = 2 the distribution of final positions is stretched out in the direction perpendicular
to the agent’s current orientation. We then see that increasing ∆θ increases this effect,
as does decreasing ∆v. We might therefore expect that this is the explanation for why
the swarm stretches out in a similar way, and that when we decrease ∆θ or increase ∆v
that the shape of the resultant swarm should change as well. The results shown in table
4.1 show that in fact this is not the case. Here we report the average size of the flock
in the direction in which it is largest (as measured by the intersection of an infinite line
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Time: 0

Time: 17

Time: 53

Time: 90

Time: 143

Time: 169

Figure 4.14: Snapshots of a simulation made up of N = 500 agents (with τ = 6) at
six different times, shown in a frame co-moving with the swarm’s centre of mass. The
agents start in an initial region of size 400 × 400 where they are placed at random, and
evolves according to the standard FSM algorithm with discrete visual states.
with a given orientation and the swarm’s convex hull), as well as the direction in which
it is smallest, and the ratio between the two (essentially an aspect ratio). We see that
whilst increasing ∆v does lower this ratio slightly, lowering ∆θ actually increases it, and
in all cases the resultant swarms are still stretched out significantly. A clear, intuitive
reason for why this should be the case is still illusive.

We can compare these results with what happens if we instead use the continuous
measure of visual state degeneracy discussed in the previous section, as opposed to the
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15◦ ,

∆θ =
∆v = 2
∆θ = 10◦ , ∆v = 2
∆θ = 5◦ , ∆v = 2
∆θ = 15◦ , ∆v = 1
∆θ = 15◦ , ∆v = 4
∆θ = 15◦ , ∆v = 6

Maximum Distance
294 ± 29
276 ± 31
258 ± 68
328 ± 44
305 ± 15
316 ± 28

Minimum Distance
39.5 ± 4.5
30.4 ± 4.3
18.5 ± 2.7
31.8 ± 5.7
45.9 ± 5.3
54.0 ± 6.1

Ratio
7.5 ± 1.2
9.3 ± 1.7
14.3 ± 4.0
10.7 ± 2.5
6.7 ± 0.8
5.9 ± 0.6

Table 4.1: Results from running a swarm of N = 200, τ = 5 and averaging over 1000
time steps. The maximum distance is taken to be the largest distance between any two
agents in the swarm, and the minimum distance is calculated as the minimum difference
between the two points of intersection between the swarm’s boundary and a line passing
through its centre of mass (minimised over all possible orientations of this line).
standard model with discrete sensors. In figure 4.16 we show snapshots of the swarm
produced for N = 50, 100 and 200. Interestingly we see that the morphology of the
N = 200 swarm is significantly different from the discrete sensor case in that it is more
compact and not stretched out as much in the direction perpendicular to the swarm’s
motion.
The code for simulating this model can also be parallelised using exactly the same
approach as for the discrete sensor case. Snapshots of a simulation with N = 500 and
τ = 5 (not τ = 6 as in the discrete case, as this was too slow to run) are shown in figure
4.17 at six different times. Again the agents are initially placed at random within a
square region of size 400 × 400 and evolve according to the FSM algorithm. We see that
the swarm’s morphology changes over time, and the dynamics that result are extremely
rich, with the swarm tending to oscillate between being somewhat stretched to being
more compact. A video is included in the supplementary materials as SI movie 8. It
is quite remarkable that such complex dynamics have emerged from a model where the
decisions are made based on a single underlying principle, especially as we have confined
ourselves to motion in a two-dimensional plane. We might expect that if this model were
to be extended to 3D that the resulting behaviour would be even more complex.

4.9

Controlling the swarm

We have already noted the important role played by the heuristic used to model the
motion of other agents in the hypothetical future trajectories. In this section, we look
at how this can be adjusted in a way that allows us to guide the swarm to follow any
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Figure 4.15: Distributions of accessible final states which can be reached for different
parameter values. Here we show the positions of the final states which are accessible to
an agent which analyses out to τ = 5 time steps into the future. This distribution is
determined by the moves the agents have available, and so depends on ∆θ (how much an
agent can reorient itself in one time step), ∆v (how much an agent can change its speed)
and v0 (the agent’s nominal speed). We might expect that changing these parameters
could have a significant impact on the morphology of the swarm, however the results in
table 4.1 suggest that actually this effect is surprisingly small.
arbitrary trajectory, provided that its curvature is not too high (how quickly the swarm
can turn depends on the reorientation angle ∆θ). All of the work in this section was
carried out using the discrete visual-sensors version of the model however the results
should carry over to the continuous version as well.
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N=50

N=100

N=200

Figure 4.16: Snapshots of swarms made up of different numbers of agents when we
use the continuous measure of the degeneracy in potential future visual states. The
parameters here are standard except for τ = 5. The morphologies of the swarms can be
compared with the discrete sensor case shown in Figure 4.13.

4.9.1

Controlling the swarm trajectory

If we want to control the swarm there are two possible approaches we could take. The
most naive approach would be to carry out the FSM procedure using the ballistic heuristic for other agents and then simply add an amount ∆θt to the orientation of each agent
after they’ve made their decision. Here ∆θt is a turning angle which we can relate to a
turning radius Rt (assuming agents move at speed v0 ) as follows:
Rt =

v0
sin(∆θt /2)

(4.10)

The alternative approach is to adjust the heuristic which is being used to model the motion of agents in the future by encoding an expectation of turning. That is, when making
a decision rather than assuming that all of the other agents will move in a straight line
we instead assume that they will all be changing their orientations by an amount ∆θt
at every future time step. We then proceed to choose the move which leads to the
largest number of future states under this assumed heuristic. Intuitively, we know that
maximising one’s access to future visual states should require remaining in the vicinity
of where one expects the other agents to be, and so this should naturally lead to the
swarm turning, becoming in effect a “self-fulfilling prophecy”. If the resultant swarm
does indeed turn, we also have the obvious advantage that agents are then using a more
self-consistent heuristic for the future motion of the other agents.
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Time: 0
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Figure 4.17: Snapshots of a simulation made up of N = 500 agents (with τ = 5) at
different times, shown in a frame co-moving with the swarm’s centre of mass. The
system starts from an initial square region of size 400 × 400 where agents are placed at
random, and evolves according to the FSM algorithm using the continuous measure of
visual state degeneracy described in section 4.7. This can be contrasted with the results
of using discrete sensors shown in figure 4.14.

Figure 4.18 shows a comparison of the two approaches for a turning angle of ∆θt = ∆θ/4,
as well as a red circle of radius Rt for comparison. We find that in both cases the swarm
does indeed turn, however only the second approach leads to it turning self-consistently
with the actual rate that’s encoded: in the naive case (figure 4.18(b)) the turning rate
is significantly lower. The explanation for this is that in the “naive” case the agents
are positioning themselves having made a plan based on exploring τ steps out into the
future, whilst assuming that the other agents will move ballistically. When they all have
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Figure 4.18: (a) Trajectories of a turning swarm when the agents update the heuristic
they are using such that they expect the other agents to turn in the future. (b) The more
naive approach in which agents make their decision based on FSM using the ballistic
heuristic, but then add ∆θt to each of their orientations after they’ve each made their
decisions. τ = 5 in both cases. The solid red circle shows the expected turning radius
for the given value of ∆θt . A video comparing the two approaches side-by-side included
in the supplementary materials as SI movie 9.
their orientations changed this is not consistent with what they had expected and so they
partially resist this turn, making it slower. We believe that it is therefore preferable to
use the approach in which the adjust the agents’ heuristics, and so from now on that is
the approach that we consider.
Using this approach we can, for a given set of parameters, determine an empirical
maximum turning angle at which the resultant flock remains stable. We choose the
“standard” set of parameters that we have been using throughout, but change τ from
4 to 5, as this leads to better stability for larger turning angles. Clearly the maximum
stable turning angle cannot exceed ∆θt , and whilst we haven’t conducted rigorous tests
we find actually that making it significantly larger than about ∆θ/4 generally leads to
the swarm becoming slightly unstable.
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4.9.2

Guiding the swarm to follow an arbitrary trajectory

Figure 4.19: (a) Guiding a swarm to follow a trajectory of our choice. Having identified
points on the target trajectory that we would like the swarm’s centre of mass to occupy
at time steps t = 0, . . . , τ , we choose angles ∆θ1 , . . . , ∆θτ which are used in the heuristic
to model hypothetical future trajectories to turn all of the other agents. These are chosen
such as to move the swarm’s centre of mass as close to the corresponding target position
as is possible, within the constraint that the turning angle must be less than ∆θmax . (b)
An example of a trajectory generated from an initial point pi to a final point pf , with
given final initial and final orientations. This is generated such that nowhere does its
curvature exceed the value corresponding to ∆θmax , meaning that the swarm is able to
follow it without becoming unstable.
Now that we are able to make the swarm turn we are also in a position where
we can guide it to follow (approximately) any trajectory that we choose. The ability to
control the macroscopic properties of a swarm (in this case the centre of mass trajectory)
could potentially be of interest in the design of artificial swarming systems, e.g. in the
field of swarm robotics[40]. To do this we take the empirical maximum turning angle
we have found, ∆θmax , and use this to steer the swarm towards whichever trajectory
we specify. That is, given the swarm’s current configuration, we consider a heuristic
for the other agents where at each future time step i they all turn by the same angle
∆θi ∈ [−∆θmax , ∆θmax ]. This angle is chosen such that the swarm’s centre of mass
moves as much as possible towards the desired future position on the trajectory that
we wish to follow. The basic idea is shown schematically in figure 4.19(a). Taking the
swarm’s current centre of mass and centre of mass orientation, we determine an angle
∆θ1 within the interval [−∆θmax , ∆θmax ] that would move the centre of mass closest to
the target at t = 1. This then determines the angle by which every agent will turn in
the heuristic used to model future trajectories during the first future time step. This
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will move the hypothetical swarm to a new centre of mass, where a new angle ∆θ2 can
be determined to move the centre of mass as close to the target at t = 2 as possible.
This is repeated out until τ future time steps have been modelled. The simplest way
of choosing the target positions for the centre of mass is to choose the closest point on
the planned trajectory as the target for t = 0 and then the next target point for t = 1
at a distance v0 further along the target trajectory. If the trajectory crosses itself, then
some other criteria involving the swarm’s centre of mass orientation may also be needed
to automatically calculate the target positions along the trajectory.
Following this procedure should allow the swarm to follow any trajectory where the maximum curvature does not exceed

sin(∆θmax /2)
.
v0

If we have an initial point and an initial

orientation, and a final point and final orientation, we can make use of an algorithm[59]
which constructs two continuously joined quadratic Bezier curves between the two points
with the required orientations and which never exceeds a specified curvature Γ. Whilst
the curve produced with this algorithm is not optimally short, it is constructed in a way
that penalises being excessively long. An example of such a curve generated in this way
to guide a swarm through a gap is shown in figure 4.19(b). A video is also included in
the supplementary materials as SI movie 10.
Being able to control a swarm in this way can be thought of as an example of “guided
self-organization”[23], where we are able to influence the complicated “microscopic” interactions between agents in such a way so as to achieve an emergent collective behaviour
with desired macroscopic properties that we specify.

4.9.3

Future state maximisation at different scales

In the example in the previous section we chose a trajectory for the swarm’s centre of
mass to follow for a duration of time into the future which far exceeded τ , the number
of time steps individuals use to model the trajectories necessary to make their decisions.
This motivates us to think about a situation where we could apply the principle of future
state maximisation to the generation of the centre of mass trajectory itself, and which
could take place at a much larger time/length scale than that of the individual agents’
future state maximisation.
To do this, we consider exploring a coarse-grained tree of possible future centre of mass
trajectories. To apply FSM at the level of the swarm’s centre of mass trajectory, rather
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than counting distinct visual states we can instead count the number of different end
points that are available on this tree, for each of the initial branches (or “meta-actions”).
This means that here we are considering a measure of spatial freedom rather than a freedom associated with the number of possible visual states. To construct a tree which can
explore much larger length scales, we define “meta-actions” which last many times longer
than the individual time steps over which agents make their decisions. For simplicity,
we allow for only three different meta-actions at each of the τm future meta-timesteps
(where these consist of nstep = 10 individual time steps), and correspond to moving
/2)
straight or turning with a constant curvature ± sin(∆θvmax
whilst travelling at speed v0 .
0

This is visualised in figure 4.20(a). We generate a full trajectory by choosing an initial
move that maximises the number of end points on the tree, adding that to the current
trajectory, and then repeating the calculation as many times as we choose.

Figure 4.20: (a) A coarse-grained tree search over three “meta-actions”: moving straight
or turning constantly with the swarm’s maximum curvature, to generate a centre of
mass trajectory for a swarm. Here we consider sequences of τm = 5 meta-actions, each
of which lasts as long as 10 individual time steps. (b) An example of this tree in a
geometry consisting of two different-sized, connected boxes. Branches of the future tree
which collide with the walls of the geometry are cut off, and a gradient which drives the
system towards regions where there are more available end points is followed, resulting
in the swarm moving to the region where it experiences minimal confinement (maximal
freedom). Here τm = 10.

As a concrete example we consider placing a particle representing the swarm’s centre of mass within two connected boxes, as shown in figure 4.20(b). The figure also
shows a visualisation of the initial tree of future states when we consider looking 10
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meta-timesteps into the future, each of which corresponds to 10 individual time steps
(and so cover 10v0 = 100 units of distance each). Branches of this future tree which
collide with the walls of the geometry are truncated, and so if we look far enough into
the future there are far more available trajectory endpoints within the larger of the two
boxes. This naturally leads to a gradient which drives the particle into the larger box.
Generally, the trajectory will then spend most of its time in the larger box, although it
can occasionally venture back into the smaller box for short periods of time (this happens less frequently when more meta-timesteps into the future are considered). A video
that shows a swarm which follows the trajectory generated in this way is included in the
supplementary materials (SI movie 11).
As a larger scale example we then consider placing a swarm within a maze-like geometry, shown in figure 4.21. Here we initially consider looking 20 meta-timesteps into
the future, where again each of these is equivalent to 10 individual time steps. Figure
4.21(b) shows the trajectory the centre of mass follows when we generate it in this way,
as well as some snapshots of a swarm which is guided to follow it (videos of the evolution of the centre of mass tree search as well as the swarm following this trajectory are
included in the supplementary materials as SI movies 12 and 13 respectively). Note that
the geometry is padded out in figure 4.21(b) because the trajectory generated is for the
swarm’s centre of mass, which doesn’t account for the finite size of the flock — adding a
buffer prevents any collisions between individual agents and the walls. We see that even
though the initial tree search is not quite long enough to explore the area in the top-right,
which intuitively has the largest freedom, the generated trajectory still manages to find
its way there. This is because the future time horizon that we use in the modelling of
the available future trajectories is large enough so that all of the possible dead ends the
agent could find itself in are detected, and hence avoided. Once the trajectory reaches
the top-right hand corner it simply stays there and circles around, remaining close to
the middle of the box.
Whilst there is no clear way to quantitatively link the maximisation of the number
of end points for the centre of mass to the maximisation of the number of possible future
visual states which motivates the individual agents, this serves as a nice example of how
the principle of FSM can be applied to a system at two vastly different scales. Here the
individuals are making decisions based only on what they predict for the next 5 time
steps, but collectively their motion is based on a modelling a time horizon of 2000 time
steps.
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Figure 4.21: Guiding a swarm to “solve” a maze. (a) A visualisation of the future tree
search used (initially with τm = 20). Following a gradient in the number of available
end-points generates the centre of mass trajectory shown in (b). This is able to reach the
large area in the top-right since all of the dead ends are detected by the modelled future
trajectories — and so the agent chooses a path which avoids these. (b) The actual centre
of mass trajectory along with some snapshots of a flock which is using it as a guiding
trajectory.

Overall, the primary contribution of this chapter has been to introduce a model of
collective motion based entirely on the principle of FSM. The approach we have taken
differs significantly from many of the well known models in the literature in that we start
purely from a low-level motivational principle (FSM), allowing everything else to emerge
spontaneously. We believe that this increases our model’s explanatory power. That we
are able to get so much out of a model based on a simple principle (a robust, cohesive,
highly aligned swarm, marginal opacity and scale free correlations) is interesting to us,
especially given how general the principle of FSM could potentially be. As such, it is
our hope that this work can serve as an illustrative example of the way in which FSM
can be applied to explain and understand the behaviour of a potentially wide range of
biological systems.
To close this chapter, we briefly comment on the feasibility of extending this agent-based
FSM approach to a continuum model. There exist a number of analytical approaches
that allow us to write down hydrodynamical equations for many-body dynamical systems, such as Boltzmann kinetic theory and the BBGKY hierarchy[60], as well as ap-
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proaches based purely on symmetry (e.g. the Toner-Tu continuum equations that give
a hydrodynamical description of the Vicsek model[61]). The difficulty with applying
these to our model is that the interactions are extremely non-local, both temporally (in
that each agent has to model many different future trajectories) and spatially (with visual interactions occurring over infinite distance). This makes writing down any kind of
continuum model highly non-trivial using the standard approaches — however it would
be an interesting area of research in the future to see if a local decision rule that can
approximate this kind of interaction could be written down, which then might allow for
a set of hydrodynamical equations to be derived. In a sense the neural network trained
to mimic the FSM algorithm did something along these lines (at least in terms of reducing the decision rule to being more local in time — i.e. not requiring the modelling of
future trajectories), however the resultant decision rule was not analytic and not easily
interpretable, and regardless, still operated on the non-local visual field.
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Chapter 5

Threat avoidance by active
particles
Previously the systems we have considered have all been discrete in some way. A majority of the time we have been dealing with discrete state and action spaces, and whilst we
have considered some ways of applying the principle of FSM when these spaces are made
continuous, time has remained discrete throughout. That is, we have considered decisions to be made at the end of discrete intervals, and have modelled future trajectories as
being composed of a finite number of these intervals. In this chapter we study a simple
example of a decision making process in which both time, as well as the state/action
spaces are taken to be continuous. We consider a single Brownian particle moving in
one dimension, capable of using energy so as to generate an advective drift velocity.
At the origin we place a stationary threat, which kills the particle upon contact. The
question we ask is, “how should this drift velocity be chosen so as to balance the energy
cost associated with moving and agent’s survival”. One way to do this is to apply the
principle of FSM - i.e. to say that the particle should aim to maximise the expected
number of future states/paths which are available to it. This provides the motivation
for the approach we take to this problem, however what we actually do has significant
differences with the methods used in previous chapters. Rather than directly trying to
enumerate the possible future paths, we instead derive a “fitness functional” which we
argue approximately represents the expected number of future paths available over the
rest of the particle’s lifetime. The agent then chooses a drift-velocity v(t) which maximises this quantity over the modelled hypothetical future trajectories. This determines
the decision made at the present time (i.e. v(0) gives the drift velocity now). This, in
principle, can then be repeated at arbitrarily small intervals in order for the agent to
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Figure 5.1: We consider a particle which is currently at position x = x0 and which moves
diffusively, but with the ability to burn energy and impose a drift velocity. At the origin
is a stationary threat, which kills the particle upon contact (e.g. red trajectories). The
problem is how to choose the drift velocity v(t) so as to optimise a fitness functional
balancing the cost of burning energy with the desire to survive (green trajectory).
select the actual drift velocity that it imposes on its diffusive motion.
The argument we make to derive this fitness functional is quite simplistic and does
not amount to a full, rigorous application of the principle of FSM. Nevertheless, the
general approach of making decisions in the present by modelling future trajectories
remains the same, and the problem is interesting to study for its own sake. On top of
this, whilst the model is extremely simple, it is not inconceivable that it could have some
relevance to understanding threat avoidance by real microscopic swimming organisms,
although this is certainly not our primary motivation. It also bears a close resemblance
to a number of drift-diffusion “first-passage” problems, which have been studied in many
different contexts[62].

5.1

Description of the model

The basic set up is shown schematically in figure 5.1. We consider an overdamped
Brownian particle undergoing diffusion with a time-dependent drift velocity v(t) over
which it has complete control. The “threat” is stationary and placed at the origin, and
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is such that it kills the particle immediately upon contact. This means that we can
model it by incorporating an absorbing boundary condition. The particle is otherwise
free to move anywhere in the region where x > 0. For simplicity, we make the choice
to work in units where the diffusion constant D = 1, as well as defining kb T = 1
(where T is the temperature and kb is Boltzmann’s constant). The evolution of the
probability distribution P (x, t) which describes the particle’s position is then governed
by the following drift-diffusion equation[63]:
∂P (x, t)
∂P (x, t)
∂ 2 P (x, t)
− v(t)
=
∂t
∂x2
∂x

(5.1)

We use this to model the probability distribution of the particle’s position over future
trajectories when a particular choice of v(t) has been made. As such, we seek to solve
this equation subject to the boundary conditions P (x, 0) = δ(x − x0 ), since by definition
the particle is making its decision starting from a known position, x0 . We also want to
impose P (0, t) = 0 ∀t to account for the absorbing boundary condition, accounting for
the presence of the threat.
An obvious quantity of interest is the probability of the particle dying after some time
T . To calculate this we need to consider the first-passage time probability, i.e. the probability that the particle first reaches the origin at time t. For our setup this flux, which
we call j(t), is given by:
j(t) =

∂P (x, t)
∂x

(5.2)
x=0

i.e. the rate at which probabilistic weight is absorbed onto the boundary. The probability
of the particle having died at time T can then be written as:
Z
Pd (T ) =

T

j(t)dt

(5.3)

0

5.1.1

Derivation of a fitness functional

Before making any attempt to try to calculate Pd (T ) we first consider how to choose
the fitness functional that we wish to optimise. To do this, we seek an approximate
expression representing the expected number of future paths which are available to the
particle once the threat has stopped being “active”. That is, we assume for whatever
reason that the threat is only going to be present for a time T (which we will use to
set our unit of time, such that T = 1), and that the particle anticipates that it will live
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for a further time tf if it survives the threat (on average). How many potential paths
it then has available to it will depend on how much of its energy reserves it used up
in escaping the threat. If, over its anticipated future lifetime, it is able to move with
an average velocity v̄, then it has the ability to travel a further distance v̄tf . Suppose
we consider that there is an arbitrary minimum meaningful length scale  (perhaps
related to the size of the particle), then we can think of this (roughly) as being able to
make

v̄tf


steps, either to the left or the right. This corresponds to 2

v̄tf


potential future

trajectories. In this overdamped limit we can then say that the amount of energy needed
to maintain an average speed of v̄ over this future time is given E = v̄ 2 tf . As such, if the
R1
particle uses up an energy Eused = 0 v(t)2 dt in escaping the threat, then it has access
√
to ≈ 2

(Etot −Eused )tf


future trajectories, where here Etot could be extended to include

both energy reserves as well as the anticipated rate of energy collection in the future.
On the other hand, if the particle is killed by the threat, it of course has zero future
paths available to it, which means we can write the expected number of trajectories, Ω,
as:

√
Ω = (1 − Pd [1; v(t)])2

(Etot −Eused [v(t)])tf


(5.4)

Clearly this is a simplified analysis as it doesn’t, for example, account for the randomness
in the future trajectories due to Brownian motion. However, since this is something the
particle has no control over this is not necessarily a problem, and using this straightforward argument leads to an intuitive fitness functional which we can study analytically.
Taking the logarithm of this and assuming that Etot >> Eused so that we can expand
the square root we find:
p


log(2) Etot tf
Eused [v(t)]
1−
log Ω ≈ log(1 − Pd (1)) +

Etot

(5.5)

Maximising this with respect to the drift velocity v(t) is equivalent to maximising the
following functional:
Z
J[v(t)] = log(1 − Pd (1; v(t))) − α

1

v(t)2 dt

(5.6)

0

where here the second
term is the total energy used multiplied by some “fitness param√
log(2) tf
eter”, α = √E
. This is an intuitively sensible fitness to optimise, since it makes
tot

the particle sensitive to its energy usage, but also places importance on remaining alive.
In fact, there is an especially strong cost placed on the whole ensemble of particles go-
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ing extinct (Pd (1) → 1), as this sends the fitness to minus infinity. Small values of α
correspond to energy being “cheap” or plentiful, such that it is worthwhile to expend
much energy if that will significantly improve the chance of survival. High values of α
correspond to particles which need to be more frugal in their energy usage.
We can derive essentially the same expression (but with a different form for α) by instead considering the number of accessible endpoints, as opposed to the number of paths.
Making the same assumptions as before there are ≈

2v̄tf


accessible endpoints that can

be reached, assuming that the particle survives. Therefore the expected number of these,
Ωs is given by:
Ωs = (1 − Pd (1))

2q
(Etot − Eused )tf


(5.7)

Taking the logarithm and again assuming Etot >> Eused we find:
Eused
log(Ωs ) = log(1 − Pd (1)) −
+ log(
2Etot

p
4Etot tf
)


(5.8)

Clearly maximising this is again equivalent to maximising equation 5.6, but with α =
1
2Etot .

Here α has no dependence on the seemingly arbitrary parameter , and so is

perhaps easier to interpret.

5.2

Solving for the probability distribution in free space

Before we move on to trying to solve for the probability of the particle dying we first
consider how to solve for the probability distribution of the particle in free space (i.e.
without accounting for the absorbing boundary). That is, we look to solve equation 5.1
but using only the initial boundary condition P (x, 0) = δ(x − x0 ). To do this we take
the Fourier transform[64] of P (x, t) in space:
Z

∞

P (x, t)eikx dx

P̃ (k, t) =

(5.9)

−∞

Which has the following inversion:
P (x, t) =

1
2π

Z

∞

−∞
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P̃ (k, t)e−ikx dk

(5.10)

If we now consider multiplying equation 5.1 by eikx , and then integrating it from −∞
to ∞ we have:
Z

∞

eikx

−∞

∂P
dx =
∂t

Z

∞

eikx

−∞

We see that the term on the left is simply

∂2P
dx − v(t)
∂x2
dP̃
dt

Z

∞

−∞

eikx

∂P
dx
∂x

(5.11)

(as the derivative can be taken outside of

the integral). The terms on the right can then be integrated by parts, which under the
assumption that P (x → ±∞, t) = 0 and

∂P (x→±∞,t)
∂x

= 0, leaves us with:

dP̃
= (−k 2 + ikv(t))P̃
dt

(5.12)

This has now, in effect, converted the partial differential equation into an ordinary
differential equation, which has the following solution:
P̃ (k, t) = Ae−k

2 t+ikx̄(t)

(5.13)

Rt

v(t0 )dt0 ≡ x0 + g(t). To satisfy the initial boundary condition we
R∞
need to set A = 1, since we want P̃ (k, 0) = −∞ δ(x − x0 )eikx dx = eikx0 . We can then

where x̄(t) = x0 +

0

take the inverse Fourier transform to obtain the solution for the probability distribution
in free space, Pf ree (x, t), finding that:
1 − (x−x̄(t))2
4t
Pf ree (x, t) = √
e
4πt

(5.14)

As we shall see in the next section, having this solution will prove to be useful in solving
for the probability of the particle dying when we include the absorbing boundary.

5.3

Solving the first passage problem

To optimise the fitness functional we introduced in 5.1.1 we need to be able to calculate the probability of the particle dying, Pd (1). This is obtained by integrating j(t),
probability flux out to the absorbing boundary. These types of first-passage problems,
in which we seek to calculate the probability that a stochastic process first reaches a
specified site at a given time, appear in many different contexts and have been widely
studied[62]. In fact, the solution for our problem in the case where v(t) = 0 or v(t) = v
(a constant) is known and can be obtained relatively straightforwardly using the method
of images. Starting with the simplest case where v(t) = 0 such that the system is only
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Figure 5.2: (a) Method of images in the case where v = 0. To obtain the probability
distribution for x > 0 in the presence of an absorbing boundary, we consider superimposing a negative image particle starting at −x0 with the solution for the particle starting
at x0 . (b) When a constant drift velocity is included a similar approach can be taken.
Both the “real” particle and the image particle move with drift velocity v, but the image
particle is scaled so as to ensure P (0, t) = 0.
undergoing diffusion, the idea here is consider the solution in free space for a particle
starting at x0 > 0 that we derived in the previous section. We then superimpose on top
of this a negative solution from an “image” particle or an “anti-particle” which starts at
−x0 . That is, we write:


(x−x0 )2
(x+x )2
1
−
− 4t0
4t
P (x, t) = √
e
−e
4πt

(5.15)

Clearly this satisfies the diffusion equation, and evidently P (0, t) = 0. Furthermore, as
we are only interested in x > 0, where it satisfies the correct initial condition, this is
exactly the solution that we seek. The first passage probability density j(t) can then
be obtained from equation 5.2. The idea behind this method is shown schematically in
figure 5.2(a). In the case that we have a constant drift velocity, i.e. v(t) = v, the naive
approach may be to try and do the same thing, including a negative image particle
starting at −x0 which moves at −v. Whilst this would certainly impose the correct
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boundary condition, the solution would no longer satisfy the drift-diffusion equation
since the negative image is moving with the wrong drift velocity, and so this does not
work. We can, however, use a negative image particle moving in the same direction as
the “real” particle but with a different weighting. That is, we consider:


(x−x0 −vt)2
(x+x0 −vt)2
1
−
−
4t
4t
P (x, t) = √
e
− we
4πt

(5.16)

Provided that w is a constant, this still satisfies the drift-diffusion equation. It is easy
to show that if we take w = e−vx0 then this leads to the correct boundary condition
P (0, t) = 0 being satisfied for all times, and so again gives us the solution we seek.
Following this through we can obtain the first passage probability density:
j(t) = √

x0
4πt3

e−

(x0 +vt)2
4t

(5.17)

Despite this being a nice extension of the method of images to biased diffusion, unfortunately it also demonstrates how this method breaks down when we consider v(t) to be
an arbitrary, time-varying function.
In this case we would need to weight the negative
R
image particle by an amount e

t
0
0
0 v(t )dt
4t

, which is no longer a constant, and as such the

resultant solution which we obtain will not satisfy equation 5.1. As far as we are aware,
there is no known analytic solution for P (x, t) when we have an absorbing boundary
in the case that v(t) is arbitrary. In this section we take a different approach and are
able to derive an exact integral equation for j(t) directly, without having to first obtain
P (x, t).
To do this we consider the propagator of the equation in free space, G(x, x0 , t, t0 ), which
should satisfy the following three properties:
Z

∞

Pf ree (x, t) =
Z−∞
∞
Pf ree (x, t) =
G(x, x00 , t2 , t0 ) =

Z−∞
∞

G(x, x0 , t, 0)δ(x0 − x0 )dx0
G(x, x0 , t, t0 )Pf ree (x0 , t0 )dx0

t>0
t > t0

G(x, x0 , t2 , t1 )G(x0 , x00 , t1 , t0 )dx0

(5.18)

t2 > t1 > t0

−∞

as well as itself being a solution to equation 5.1. Intuitively, this is a function which
acts on some initial condition distribution and propagates it forwards to give the correct
solution of equation 5.1 at a later time. It is easy to verify that the function which
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satisfies these properties for equation 5.1 in free space is:
(x−x0 −(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 )))2
1
−
4(t−t0 )
G(x, x0 , t, t0 ) = p
e
4π(t − t0 )

(5.19)

If now we consider solving the drift-diffusion equation in free space with the initial
delta function source δ(x − x0 ), but also in the presence of an additional source/sink of
probability which injects/absorbs probability into the system with a rate s(x, t), then
we can write the total resultant probability distribution as:
∞

Z
P (x, t) = Pf ree (x, t) +

dx

t

Z

0

−∞

dt0 G(x, x0 , t, t0 )s(x0 , t0 )

(5.20)

0

We now make the following observation: an absorbing boundary is, physically, really
nothing more than a probability sink. In particular, an absorbing boundary placed at
x = 0 is a probability sink that removes probability from the system with rate j(t),
in such a way as to ensure that P (0, t) = 0 ∀t. As such, if we substitute s(x0 , t0 ) =
j(t0 )δ(x0 ) into the above equation, we can write an equation that must be satisfied
by the probability distribution at any given x and t in the presence of the absorbing
boundary:
t

Z

G(x, 0, t, t0 )j(t0 )dt0

P (x, t) = Pf ree (x, t) −

(5.21)

0

But specifically, we know that if we evaluate this at x = 0 it must equal zero, i.e.:
Z
P (0, t) = 0 = Pf ree (0, t) −

t

G(0, 0, t, t0 )j(t0 )dt0

(5.22)

0

This gives the following integral equation that j(t) must satisfy:
x̄(t)2
1
√ e− 4t =
t

Z

t

0

0 ))2
j(t0 ) − (x̄(t)−x̄(t
4(t−t0 )
√
dt0
e
t − t0

(5.23)

As a check, we show we can use this integral equation to recover the same results
as we obtained using the method of images when v(t) = v. We start by considering
v = 0, such that the integral equation gives us:
x2
0

e− 4t
√ =
t

t

Z
0

j(t0 )
√
dt0
t − t0

(5.24)

This is an Abel integral equation[65], and can be solved exactly. In general, if we have
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an equation of the form:
Z

x

a

φ(x0 )
dx0 = f (x),
|x − x0 |α

a≤x≤b

(5.25)

where f (x) is a known function and 0 < α < 1, then the unknown function φ(x) satisfies:
sin(απ) d
φ(x) =
π
dx

x

Z
a

f (x0 )
dx0
(x − x0 )1−α


(5.26)

In our situation this gives:
1 d
j(t) =
π dt

"Z
0

t

1

p
e
t0 (t − t0 )

x2
− 4t00

#
dt0

(5.27)

If we define the integral in the above equation as I(t), then we note that I(t) =
x2
Rt
1 − 4t0
0 )G(t − t0 )dt0 , where F (t) = √
F
(t
e
and G(t) = √1t . We can then consider
0
t
ˆ which by the convolution theorem is equal
the Laplace transform of I(t) to be I(s),
ˆ = F ˆ(s)Ĝ(s). Fortunately, the Laplace transforms of both F (t) and G(t) are
to I(s)
pπ
p π −x √s
0
known and given by F̂ (s) =
respectively. This means
s and Ĝ(s) =
se
h
i
√
π −x0 s
ˆ
that I(s) = e
, which can be inverted to give I(t) = π erfc √x0 , where erfc[.]
s

4t

is the complementary error function. It is then trivial to differentiate this to obtain
x2

j(t) =

0
√ x0 e− 4t ,
4πt3

which is exactly what we obtained from the method of images (see

equation 5.17). Generalising this to the case where v(t) is a constant, equation 5.23 now
gives us:
(x0 +vt)2
v2 t
1
√ e− 4t
= e− 4
t

Writing J(t) = j(t)e

v2 t
4

Z
0

t

j(t0 ) v2 t0 0
√
e 4 dt
t − t0

(5.28)

, it is clear we again have an Abel integral equation which can be

solved in exactly the same manner. Following this through it is then relatively straightforward to show that we get j(t) =

√ x0 e −
4πt3

(x0 +vt)2
4t

, again replicating the result obtained

using the method of images.
As a further verification of the validity of this approach we consider computing numerically the full probability distribution P (x, t) using equation 5.21, in the case where
v(t) is a constant. We can then compare this to the known exact solution obtained from
the method of images. An example comparing the two approaches is shown in figure
5.3 for v = 0.5 and x0 = 1.2, where we compute the distribution over x-values at time
t = 3. We see that in the region we are interested in, x > 0, the agreement is almost
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perfect, but furthermore we see that it also gives us the “correct” result in the region
where x < 0. Clearly here we would expect that P (x, t) = 0 since no probability mass
is able to pass the absorbing boundary, which is exactly what we obtain.

Figure 5.3: Example showing P (x, t) in the case where v(t) is a constant, in the presence
of an absorbing boundary. We plot P (x, t) for v = 0.5 and x0 = 1.2 at a given time
t = 3 using two approaches - firstly by using the exact solution given by the method of
images (equation 5.16, and then secondly by evaluating numerically equation 5.23 (using
the known form for j(t)). We see that the agreement in the region of interest, x > 0, is
essentially exact.
So at this point we have an exact integral equation for the first-passage probability density j(t) in the case that v(t) is completely arbitrary. Unfortunately we are not
aware of a general way to solve this analytically, however it is possible to obtain a numerical solution with reasonable efficiency[66] (and in a way which is significantly easier
than trying to directly obtain a numerical solution to the partial differential equation
with the given boundary conditions). We shall discuss these numerical approaches in
detail later as they form the basis for the method we use to numerically solve for the
optimal drift velocity.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that this approach can be generalised fairly straight93

forwardly to situations in which the absorbing boundary is not stationary, as well as
cases where we include a time-dependent diffusion constant in the equation we are trying to solve. Let us consider the first passage problem of a system described by the
following PDE:
∂P (x, t)
∂ 2 P (x, t)
∂P (x, t)
= σ(t)
− v(t)
2
∂t
∂x
∂x

(5.29)

with an absorbing boundary which moves so that at time t it is at position B(t). If we
Rt
define D(t) = 0 σ(t0 )dt0 then we can write the propagator of this equation in free space
as:

(x−x0 −(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 ))2
1
−
4(D(t)−D(t0 ))
G(x, x0 , t, t0 ) = p
e
0
4π(D(t) − D(t ))

(5.30)

and the free space solution starting from a delta function initial condition at x0 is given
by:
Pf ree

(x−x̄(t))2
1
− 4D(t)
p
=
e
4πD(t)

(5.31)

To solve in the presence of the absorbing boundary we then consider a probability sink
which moves, s(x0 , t0 ) = −j(t0 )δ(x0 − B(t0 )). We then make the same step as before,
except now we substitute in x = B(t) instead of x = 0. This gives us the following
integral equation:
Z
Pf ree (B(t), t) =

t

G(B(t), B(t0 ), t, t0 )j(t0 )dt0

(5.32)

0

5.4

Approximate analytical solution when diffusion is dominant

Before we present a numerical approach to solve for the optimal drift velocity we first
look for an analytic solution which is valid under certain approximations. This is useful
to get some intuition into the solution, and it also turns out to provide a good initial
guess for obtaining a full numerical solution. Let us consider the limit where diffusion
dominates over drift, such that we can approximate

(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 ))2
4(t−t0 )

 1. This allows us to

drop the exponential term on the right hand side of equation 5.23. If we also make a
Taylor expansion to first order in the left-hand side of the equation then we can write:
x2
0

e− 4t
x g(t)
√ (1 − 0
)≈
2t
t
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Z
0

t

j(t0 )
√
dt0
t − t0

(5.33)

(where g(t) =
solution:

Rt
0

v(t0 )dt0 ). This is again an Abel integral equation with the following


x2
Z t
− 4t00
0
1 d 
e
x0 g(t ) 0 
p
j(t) =
(1 −
)dt
0
0
π dt 0
2t0
t (t − t )

(5.34)

The fact that this is left as a derivative is actually extremely convenient since what we
really want is the probability of dying, which we now obtain immediately:
1
Pd (T ) =
π

Z

x2
0

e− 4t

T

0

p
(1 −
t(T − t)

x0 g(t)
)dt
2t

(5.35)

We note that the first term in this integral has already been evaluated in equation 5.27,
and simply gives the probability of the agent dying when there is zero drift velocity. The
second term can then be integrated by parts such that we are left with:
"r
#
 r
Z
x0
1 − x20 T
x20 (T − t)
Pd (T ) = erfc √
−
e 4T
v(t) erf
dt
πT
4T t
4T
0


(5.36)

This is simply the probability of dying with no diffusion along with a first-order correction, valid in the limit that v(t) is small enough.
We can make use of this approximate expression for Pd to derive an expression for
the optimal drift velocity of the particle, again valid under the assumption that diffusion
is dominant. Let us write an arbitrary drift velocity as v(t) = v ∗ (t) +  δv(t), where v ∗ (t)
is the optimal drift velocity and  is simply a real parameter. This allows us to write
the fitness functional in equation 5.6 (making use of the approximation in equation 5.36
and setting T = 1) as:
"
J[] = log 1 − erfc

hx i
0

2

r
+
Z

−α

1

1 − x20
e 4
π

Z

1

"r
∗

(v (t) + δv(t)) erf
0

# #
x20 (1 − t)
dt
4t

(5.37)

(v ∗ (t) + δv(t))2 dt

0

This depends only on , and so the condition that this is an extremum is given by:
dJ
d

=0
=0
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(5.38)

i.e.:
Z
0

1



 2
x
exp − 40

"r

√
erf
π(1 − Pd [1; v ∗ (t)])


#
x20 (1 − t)
− 2αv ∗ (t) δv(t)dt = 0
4t

(5.39)

But since this is true for arbitrary δv(t), it must be the case that:
x2
0

e− 4
v ∗ (t)(1 − Pd [1; v ∗ (t)]) = √ erf
α 4π

"r

x20 (1 − t)
4t

#
(5.40)

This gives us an equation that must be satisfied by the optimal drift velocity, which
from now on we write as v(t) rather than v ∗ (t), for notational convenience. To solve this
equation we consider
q twoinfinite dimensional vectors ~v and ~a with components given
x20 (1−t)
by v(t) and erf
respectively (for all values of t ∈ [0, 1]). We define the inner
4t
product between them in the following way:
"r

1

Z
~a.~v =

v(t) erf
0

#
x20 (1 − t)
dt
4t

(5.41)

This allows us to re-write equation 5.40 in vector form in the following way:
(2α(P0 + C0 (~a.~v )) ~v = C0~a
Where P0 = erf(x0 /2) and C0 =

√1 e−
π

x2
0
4

(5.42)

. This makes it clear that v(t) takes the

following form:
"r
v(t) = β erf

x20 (1 − t)
4t

#
(5.43)

from which it is straightforward to show that β is given by:
p
β=

2(~a.~a)C02 α + P02 α2 − P0 α
2(~a.~a)C0 α

(5.44)

The first thing to note here is that the largest value of v(t) is always at t = 0. Intuitively
this makes some sense as it tells us that the optimal strategy is to act early, rather than
waiting for diffusion to blur the particle’s position. Still, a priori this wasn’t necessarily
obvious. We can also see that the form of the time dependence of the optimal drift is
influenced only by x0 , with no dependence on the fitness parameter α. The only place
where α enters under this approximation is in the constant term, β. We shall see later on
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that this is no longer true once we obtain a full numerical solution for the optimal drift
velocity, without approximations. Under this approximation we also find that for small
alpha, β ∼ α−1/2 . This means that as α → ∞, energy becomes extremely expensive and
so β → 0, as it should. For small x0 (when the particle is near to the threat), as well
as for early times, the leading order behaviour is v(t) ∼

1
√
.
t

We can make an argument

that this is what is required for the drift to “match” diffusion in a scaling sense. We do
this as follows: consider the time taken for the root mean-squared displacement of the
particle due to diffusion to be equal to x0 , which is given by τ =

x20
2 .

To “match” this

we want a drift velocity that moves us a distance x0 in time τ . That is, we want:
Z

τ

v(t)dt = x0 =

√
2τ

(5.45)

0

which is satisfied if v(t) =

q

2
t.

Of course, finding that we get the kind of time-

dependence that “matches” diffusion when we have explicitly assumed that diffusion
dominates over drift is not particularly convincing evidence that the true optimal drift
will realise this — nevertheless later on we shall find that actually this functional form
of the time-dependence closely approximates the full numerical solution. Figure 5.4(a)
shows how the functional form of this approximate optimal drift velocity varies with x0 .
The smaller, inset plot also shows the same results on a log-log scale where it is much
easier to see how close the form is to t−1/2 when x0 is made very small. Figure 5.4(b)
shows how the constant β varies with the fitness parameter (again on a log-log scale),
and a line showing an α−1/2 power-law is also included for comparison.

5.5

Full numerical solution for the optimal drift velocity

The approximate analytic solution we have obtained has some interesting features which
are all reasonably intuitive. Nevertheless, the approximation that diffusion dominates
over drift is potentially very restrictive, and in reality the most interesting regime may
be the one where the drift and diffusion contributions are comparable. Clearly it is
therefore desirable to develop a method which can be used to obtain a numerical solution for the optimal drift velocity without having to make any approximations. How to
go about doing this is the question we address in this section.
The problem we have is to try and optimise the following fitness functional with re-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Functional form of the predicted optimal drift velocity (equation 5.43)
over the future time interval being modelled, for different values of the particle’s initial
starting point x0 . (b) The initial value of the optimal drift velocity (i.e. at t = 0) shown
as a function of the fitness parameter α. In this example x0 is fixed at x0 = 0.2.
spect to the optimal drift velocity over the modelled future time interval:
Z
J[v(t)] = log(1 −

1

Z
j(t; v(t))dt) − α

0

1

v(t)2 dt

(5.46)

0

The main issue we have here is that j(t) is something which we do not have a closed
analytic expression for (we only have the integral equation 5.23), which prevents us from
being able to directly apply techniques from the calculus of variations or optimal control
theory[67]. To get around this, we instead think of this fitness functional as depending
on two “independent” functions j(t) and x̄(t) (remembering that v(t) = x̄0 (t)), and then
requiring that the integral equation relating the two holds as a constraint. That is, we
introduce a time-dependent Lagrange multiplier λ(t) and we maximise:


Z 1
J[x̄(t), j(t)] = log 1 −
j(t)dt −
0


 exp − x̄(t)2

 
Z 1
Z t
4t
j(t0 )
(x̄(t) − x̄(t0 ))2
0
2
√
√
αx̄ (t) + λ(t)
−
exp −
dt0 dt (5.47)
0)
0
4(t
−
t
t−t
t
0
0
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This means that we need to take the functional derivatives of J with respect to both j(t)
and x̄(t). This will then give us two equations, which taken together with the integral
equation constraint will provide 3 equations for the 3 unknowns j(t), x̄(t) and λ(t). To
do this, we write j(t) = j ∗ (t) + 1 δj(t) and x̄(t) = x̄∗ (t) + 2 δ x̄(t) (where j ∗ (t) and x̄∗ (t)
are the optimal functions), and require that:
∂J
∂1

∂J
∂2

=
1 ,2 =0

=0

(5.48)

1 ,2 =0

To start with let us consider the first of these, which gives:
∂J
∂1

=
1 ,2 =0

1
1 − Pd (j ∗ )

1

Z

1

Z
δj(t)dt −

t

Z
dtλ(t)
0

0

0



0 ))2
δj(t0 ) exp − (x̄(t)−x̄(t
0
4(t−t )
√
dt0
=0
0
t−t
(5.49)

We can cast this into a more useful form by noting that for any arbitrary function g(t, t0 )
the following identity is true:
Z

T

t

Z

0

dt

Z

0

dt g(t, t ) =

0

0

T

T

Z
dt

0

dt0 g(t0 , t)

(5.50)

t

This means that we can re-write equation 5.49 as follows, such that the arbitrary δj(t)
can be factored out:
∂J
∂1

=
1 ,2 =0

1
1 − Pd (j ∗ )

Z

1

Z
δj(t)dt −

0

1

Z
dt δj(t)

0

t

1



0
2
λ(t0 ) exp − (x̄(t4(t)−x̄(t))
0 −t)
√
dt0
=0
t0 − t
(5.51)

Since this is true for arbitrary δj(t), we obtain an integral equation which must be
satisfied by the optimal functions:
1
=
1 − Pd (j ∗ )
The second condition

Z
t

1



λ(t0 )
(x̄(t0 ) − x̄(t))2
√
exp −
dt0
4(t0 − t)
t0 − t

(5.52)

∂J
∂2 1 ,2 =0

is a bit trickier, but essentially the procedure we follow
R1
R1
is the same. Looking at the term α 0 x̄0 (t)2 dt = α 0 (x̄0∗ (t) + 2 δ x̄0 (t))2 dt we can
differentiate with respect to 2 and integrate by parts (restricting δ x̄(t) to the set of
R1
functions which go to zero at t = 0, 1) so that we are left with −α 0 x̄00∗ (t)δ x̄(t)dt. We
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then make use of the following:



∂
(x̄∗ (t) + 2 δ x̄(t) − x̄∗ (t0 ) − 2 δ x̄∗ (t0 ))2
=
exp −
∂2
4(t − t0 )
1 ,2 =0


u2
−u
exp −
(δ x̄(t) − δ x̄(t0 )) (5.53)
2(t − t0 )
4(t − t0 )
where u = x̄∗ (t) − x̄∗ (t0 ). The identity given in equation 5.50 can then be used again
such that we can factor out δ x̄(t), giving us another equation that must be satisfied by
the optimal functions:


Z
d2 x̄(t)
(x̄(t) − x̄(t0 ))2
−λ(t)x̄(t) − x̄(t)2
λ(t) t j(t0 )(x̄(t) − x̄(t0 ))
e 4t +
exp −
=
dt0
dt2
4α 0
4(t − t0 )
4αt3/2
(t − t0 )3/2


Z
j(t) 1 λ(t0 )(x̄(t0 ) − x̄(t))
(x̄(t0 ) − x̄(t))2
dt0
−
exp −
4α t
4(t0 − t)
(t0 − t)3/2

(5.54)
At this stage we are in a position where we have 3 coupled integro-differential equations
to solve for x̄(t), j(t) and λ(t) (with the boundary conditions x̄(0) = x0 and x̄0 (1) = 0, i.e.
the drift velocity goes to zero at the end when the threat stops being active). These are
somewhat ugly, and the fact that they are nonlinear and weakly singular (as (t − t0 )−1/2
diverges as t → t0 ) makes them particularly difficult to solve. Whilst there exists a vast
literature[68] for the numerical solution of nonlinear ordinary differential equations where
methods exist that can be directly applied to a new system with relative ease, our experience has been that general techniques for tackling nonlinear integro-differential equations
are much less developed. Some potential candidate methods worth mentioning include
the “Compact Finite Difference Method”[69], the “Variational Iteration Method”[70]
and the “Homotopy Analysis Method”[71]. However, for all of these we encountered
problems, either due to the singularities in the integrands or because of the unusual
boundary conditions that we have on x̄(t) (where we specify an initial value and a final
value on its derivative). With more time it may have been possible to adapt one of these
methods to obtain a good numerical solution, however in the end we came up with our
own method based on modifying the “trapezoidal product integration” method, used to
numerically solve generalised Abel equations[66] such as equation 5.23. By combining
this with Newton’s method for solving nonlinear systems of equations[72] we are able
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to get a method which can be used iteratively to solve for an optimal x̄(t), and hence v(t).
Our method can be understood as follows. We start with an initial guess for x̄(t) which
we can obtain, for example, from the approximate analytic solution found in the previous
section. We then use equation 5.23 where we substitute this initial guess for x̄(t) and
solve it numerically to obtain a first guess for j(t). These two guesses can then be used
in solving equation 5.52 to obtain an estimate for λ(t). Finally, we use the new guesses
we’ve obtained for j(t) and λ(t) to solve equation 5.54 for a new value of x̄(t). This
procedure is then iterated until the functions converge to the correct solution, within
some small tolerance.
To do this, the first thing we need to do is discretise the time interval [0, 1], such that
we solve for the functions j(t), x̄(t) and λ(t) only at the discrete set of points ti = i∆t,
where i = {0, 1, . . . , I =

1
∆t }

1
( ∆t
is assumed to be an integer). Now let us take our

initial guess for x̄(t) and consider equation 5.23. If we define h(t) =
(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 ))2
− 4(t−t0 )

K(t, t0 ) = e

1 −
√
e
t

x̄(t)2
4t

and

, this allows us to write down a series of equations that must be

satisfied for each value of i:
Z
h(ti ) ≡ hi =
0

ti

j(t0 )
√
K(ti , t0 )dt0
0
ti − t

(5.55)

The natural thing to do now is to try and approximate this integral using values of
the functions at the discrete times we are considering. The normal approach for doing
this would be to use (for example) the trapezium rule or Simpson’s rule[73] to obtain
such an approximation, however the situation here is complicated slightly since we have
a singularity in the integrand as t0 → ti . The trapezoidal product integration method
proceeds by replacing j(t0 )K(ti , t0 ) in each interval tm ≤ t0 ≤ tm+1 , (m = 0, ..., i − 1) by
the linear interpolation of the function which passes through its values at tm and tm+1 ,
i.e.:
K(ti , t0 )j(t0 ) →

(tm+1 − t0 )Ki,m jm + (t0 − tm )Ki,m+1 jm+1
≡ Mi,m (t0 )
∆t

(5.56)

where we define Ki,m = K(ti , tm ) and ji = j(ti ). That is, we have replaced the function
j(t0 )K(ti , t0 ) by a piece-wise linear function passing through the actual function values
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at each discrete point in time being considered. As such, we can write equation 5.55 as:
hi =

i−1 Z
X

tm+1

m=0 tm

Mi,m (t0 ) 0
√
dt
ti − t0

(5.57)

The advantage of doing this is that we can now actually evaluate these integrals analytically. If we make the substitutions l = i − m and τ = ti − t0 we find:
hi =

i−1 Z
X

l∆t

m=0 (l−1)∆t

[(τ − (l − 1)∆t)Ki,m jm + (l∆t − τ )Ki,m+1 jm+1 ]
dτ
∆t τ 1/2

(5.58)

Or by grouping terms together, more simply:
hi =

i
X

jm Ki,m Wi−m ,

i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , I}

(5.59)

m=1

where we make use of the fact that j0 = 0 and define:
∆t

(∆t − τ ) 1/2
4
τ dτ = ∆t1/2
∆t
3
0
Z l∆t
Z (l+1)∆t
[τ − (l − 1)∆t]
[(l + 1)∆t − τ ]
Wl =
dτ +
dτ
1/2
∆t τ
∆t τ 1/2
(l−1)∆t
l∆t
i
h
4
= ∆t1/2 (l − 1)3/2 − 2l3/2 + (l + 1)3/2
3
Z

W0 =

(5.60)

This is now just a simple system of lower triangular linear equations and so can easily
be solved using forward substitution[74] to get the new estimate for the optimal j(t).
We can take an extremely similar approach for equation 5.52 where we are now solving
for the unknown function λ(t), although here we have to be a bit more careful as it turns
out that this has a singularity in it. To see that this must be the case, let us make the
substitution t00 = 1 − t0 and t̃ = 1 − t, whilst defining θ(t0 ) = λ(1 − t0 ). The equation can
then be rewritten as:
Z
a=
0

where a =

1
1−Pd

t̃

00

)−x̄(1−t̃))
θ(t00 ) − (x̄(1−t4(t̃−t
00 )
p
e
dt00
t̃ − t00
2

(5.61)

is taken to be a constant. For simplicity, let’s initially consider x̄(t) = x0 ,

i.e. no drift. In this case we can solve the equation analytically using Abel’s method, as
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before:
Z t

1 d
a
a
0
√
√
θ(t) =
=
dt
π dt 0 t − t0
π t
a
=⇒ λ(t) = √
π 1−t

(5.62)

and so we see that λ(t) contains an (integrable) singularity as t → 1. We can also treat
the case of constant drift where x̄(t) = x0 + vt, such that we are solving:
Z

t

a=
0

Setting β(t) = θ(t)e

v2 t
4

θ(t0 ) − v2 (t−t0 ) 0
4
√
e
dt
t − t0

(5.63)

, such that:
ae

v2 t
4

Z

t

=
0

β(t0 )
√
dt0
0
t−t

(5.64)

and again using Abel’s method we find that:
 √ 
a − v2 t
av
v t
θ(t) = √ e 4 + √ erf
2
π t
4π

(5.65)

This makes it clear that the singularity will remain when we consider a time-dependent
drift as well, which causes a problem as we cannot directly use the same method as we
did for finding j(t). However, if we are able to determine the form of (or at least a good
approximation) to θ(t) around t = 0 then we can integrate out the first time step which
contains the singularity and subtract this off from the rest of the integral, which can
then be treated in the exact same we that we used to solve equation 5.23. For the first
time step we have the following:
Z

∆t

√

a=
0

(x̄(1−t0 )−x̄(1−∆t))2
θ(t0 )
−
4(∆t−t0 )
e
dt0
∆t − t0

(5.66)

Let us make a Taylor expansion to first order of term in the exponential so that we can
say x̄(1 − t0 ) ≈ x̄(1 − ∆t) + (∆t − t0 )v(1 − ∆t). Doing this we are left with:
Z
a=
0

∆t

√

v(1−∆t)2 (∆t−t0 )
θ(t0 )
−
4
e
dt0
0
∆t − t

(5.67)

which we have just solved in equation 5.65 (replacing v with v(1 − ∆t)). This gives us
the approximation of θ(t) that we need for the first time step, and then for each value
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of ti > ∆t we can evaluate the first time step as:
Z
I0,i =
0

∆t

"

" √ ##
(x̄(1−t0 )−x̄(1−t))2
a − v2 t0
av
v t0
1
−
4(t−t0 )
√
√ e 4 + √ erf
dt0
e
0
0
2
t−t
4π
π t

(5.68)

(x̄(1)−x̄(1−t))2

4t
where v = v(1 − ∆t). If we make the following definitions: g0 = πa e−
and
2
h √ i
u2 ∆t − (x̄(1−∆t)−x̄(1−t))
4(t−∆t)
g1 = πa e− 4 e
as well as f1 = √au
erf u 2∆t then we can approximate
4π

this integral by replacing the non-singular parts of the integrand by a linear interpolation
passing through the values at 0 and ∆t:
Z

∆t 

I0,i ≈
0

r
=


(∆t − t0 )g0 + t0 g1
t0 f1
√
√ √
dt0
+
∆t t − t0
∆t t0 t − t0
r

t − ∆t
(2g0 ∆t + (g1 − g0 )t)
(g0 − g1 ) +
sin−1
∆t
∆t

∆t
t

!
+

√
2f1
(2t3/2 − t − ∆t(2t + ∆t))
3∆t
(5.69)

This value can then be subtracted off from the total integral at which point we can use
exactly the same method as we used to obtain j(t) from equation 5.23.
At this point, given an initial guess for the optimal x̄(t) we are able to obtain numerical
approximations for both j(t) and λ(t). The final step is to be able to use these new
approximations to obtain an updated guess for x̄(t). We do this by using the equation
5.54 to solve for the unknown x̄(t), given the current approximations for j(t) and λ(t).
This is significantly more difficult for two reasons: firstly it is an integro-differential
equation rather than just an integral equation, and secondly because it is nonlinear in
the unknown function x̄(t). This means that whatever set of equations we get for x̄(t) at
the discrete time points being considered will also be nonlinear, and hence not soluble by
simple linear algebra. Nevertheless, we press ahead with essentially the same approach,
discretising time in the same way as before but now seeking I + 1 nonlinear equations
to put in the form F~ (~x̄) = 0. The first of these is simply that x̄0 − x0 = 0, imposing
the first boundary condition, and the final equation is x̄I − x̄I−1 = 0, approximately
imposing the second boundary condition x̄0 (1) = 0. Then for i = 1, . . . , (I − 1) we have:
2

x̄i
x̄i+1 − 2x̄i + x̄i−1
λi x̄i − 4t
λi
i −
+
e
2
3/2
∆t
4α
4αti

Z
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0

ti

ji
. . . dt +
4α
0

Z

1

ti

. . . dt0 = 0

(5.70)

where we have used the simplest possible finite difference approximation for the second
derivative of x̄. The final step we need to take is to discretise the integrals. To do this,
we take inspiration from the method used to solve the previous two equations. Hence to
evaluate:

ti

Z
I1 (i) =
0

0

2

(x̄(ti )−x̄(t ))
j(t0 )
− 4(t
0
0
i −t )
(x̄(t
)
−
x̄(t
))e
dt0
i
(ti − t0 )3/2

we define h(t, t0 ) = j(t0 )(x̄(t) − x̄(t0 ))e

−

(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 ))2
4(t−t0 )

(5.71)

. By again replacing the non-singular

with a piece-wise linear interpolation of the function we can say that:
I1 (i) ≈

i−1 Z
X
j=1

tj

tj−1

(tj − t0 )h(ti , tj−1 ) + (t0 − tj−1 )h(ti , tj ) 0
dt + If inal
∆t(ti − t0 )3/2

(5.72)

These sub-integrals can all be evaluated:
Z

tj

tj−1

(tj − t0 )h(ti , tj−1 ) + (t0 − tj−1 )h(ti , tj ) 0 2h(ti , tj )(2ti − tj − tj−1 ) − 4h(ti , tj−1 )(t − tj )
dt =
√
∆t ti − tj
∆t(ti − t0 )3/2
+

2h(ti , tj−1 )(2ti − tj − tj−1 ) − 4h(ti , tj )(t − tj−1 )
√
∆t ti − tj−1

(5.73)

apart from on the final step which we have to consider separately. The problem is that
the (ti − t0 )3/2 doesn’t initially look like it is integrable. However, if we make a Taylor
expansion of x̄(t) during the final time step, i.e. we say that x̄(t0 ) ≈ x̄(ti ) − (t0 − ti )v(ti )
then we find that we are left with:
Z

0

ti

If inal '
ti−1

Defining h2 (t, t0 ) = j(t0 )e

−

(x̄(t)−x̄(t0 ))2
4(t−t0 )

2

i )−x̄(t ))
j(t0 )v(ti ) − (x̄(t4(t
0
i −t )
√
dt0
e
ti − t0

(5.74)

we can then replace this non-singular part by the

linear interpolation between the values at the grid points to get:
√
2
If inal ≈ v(ti ) ∆t(2h2 (ti , ti ) + h2 (ti , ti−1 ))
3

(5.75)

For the second integral:
Z

1

I2 (i) =
ti

0

2

(x̄(t )−x̄(t ))
λ(t)
− 4(t0 −t i)
0
i
(x̄(t
)
−
x̄(t
))e
dt0
i
(t0 − ti )3/2
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(5.76)

the process is virtually identical except we also have to account for the singularity of λ
in the final timestep as well as the singularity at t0 = ti . However, as we did with the
solution to equation 5.52 we know the form that λ(t) should take as t → 1, and so are
able to integrate out the final time step.
At this point we now have I + 1 non-linear equations for the I + 1 values of x̄(t) at
t = 0, ∆t, . . . , I∆t, in the form:
F0 (~x̄) = 0
..
.

(5.77)

FI (~x̄) = 0
To solve these we use the Newton-Raphson method[72], which takes an initial guess
(which at first is the current guess we have for x̄(t)) and iteratively updates it according
to:
~x̄ → ~x̄0 = ~x̄ − JF−1 (~x̄)F~ (~x̄)

(5.78)

where JF is the Jacobian matrix:


∂F0
∂ x̄0

 .
 ..


∂FI
∂ x̄0

...
..
.

∂F0
∂ x̄I

...

∂FI
∂ x̄I



.. 
. 


(5.79)

This is trivial, but laborious to calculate. This procedure is repeated until the equations
are solved to within some given tolerance, at which point we have an updated guess
for x̄(t) given the current j(t) and λ(t). We then repeat the whole procedure again,
continuing this until j(t), λ(t) and x̄(t) converge to a solution of the three optimal
equations (again within some tolerance), at which point we say that x̄0 (t) = v ∗ (t), i.e.
the optimal drift velocity.

5.5.1

Performance of numerical solution

Before going on to study in detail the numerical results that we obtain from this approach
we pause briefly to run a few tests to verify that this method is giving sensible results.
Firstly, given that we have an analytic solution for the case when v(t) is constant, it
makes sense to check how close the numerical approximation we get from equation 5.59
is to the exact solution to equation 5.23. Figure 5.5(a) shows an example comparing
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Figure 5.5: (a) As a test of the numerical approach to solve equation 5.23, we look at
the case where v(t) = constant (where we have an exact analytic solution to compare
it to). The inset shows the absolute difference between the two curves. Here x0 =
0.2 and v = 1. (b) Iterating the numerical procedure to obtain an approximation of
the optimal drift velocity. In this example x0 = 0.2 and α = 0.01 and the first four
iterations after the initial guess are shown (although they are difficult to distinguish as
the convergence happens quickly). The initial guess for v(t) is given by equation 5.43.
(c)-(e) Absolute difference between the numerical approximations to equations 5.23, 5.52
and 5.54 respectively, evaluated with the converged values of j(t), λ(t) and x̄(t).
these when x0 = 0.2, v = 1 and where we use 2000 equally spaced intervals to discretise
time. Just by eye we see that the agreement is excellent, and the inset plot quantifies
the absolute error, i.e. |j(t) − jnum (t)| at each of the times where these functions are
calculated. In figure 5.5(b), we then look at how the approximation for the optimal drift
velocity converges as we go through iterations of the whole procedure which we have
described. Here we are again using x0 = 0.2, and we consider a value of the fitness
parameter of α = 0.01. The initial guess is given by equation 5.43, and we show v(t)
after the first 4 iterations of the numerical procedure. We see that the initial guess
converges rapidly to a solution. The inset plots verify that the converged solution actually solves the numerical approximations to the three optimal equations (here after 20
iterations, although it is not necessary to use this many). (c) and (d) are actually not
especially informative since they show the (absolute) errors in how close equation 5.59
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(and the equivalent for equation 5.52) hold for the final j(t) and λ(t). However, these
are calculated with the final value of x̄(t), and so really this just tells us how accurate
the lower-triangular solver we are using is. (e) is more informative as this shows the
absolute error in equation 5.77 before we actually update x̄(t) for the last time, given
the final values of j(t) and λ(t). We see that this error is O(10−9 ), and so it is clear that
we have converged on the solution of our three coupled integral equations (or at least to
the discrete approximations of these equations).
In general there is no guarantee that this approach will converge from an arbitrary
initial condition, and indeed if we provide a particularly poor initial estimate for v(t)
it will not. For values of α down to around α ≈ 10−3 we can get away with using the
approximate analytic solution as the initial guess, although eventually the difference becomes too large. However, we can push this to get convergence for even smaller values of
α essentially “by induction” — i.e. we use the numerical solution obtained for a slightly
higher value of α as the initial guess. The new solution we get can then be used as the
initial guess for solving for an even lower value of α, and so on. This works as long as
we don’t take the jumps in α to be too large, and by doing this we are able to get a
converged solution for values of α down to about α = 10−6 . With more effort we could
probably go even lower, although this didn’t seem necessary here.

5.6

Results

We now report on results that we obtain using this numerical approach to solve for an
optimal v(t), choosing a variety of different parameter values. Figure 5.6(a) shows the
time dependence of the optimal drift velocity for a fixed value of x0 = 0.2, for various
values of α. We see that for large values of α the functional form is almost identical
to the approximate analytic result we obtained in equation 5.43, which is reassuring
and provides evidence that the numerical approach is working well. However, as α is
decreased, we find that there is increasing deviation from this, moving towards a situation where a large initial drift falls off more quickly. The inset plot shows the same
behaviour on a log-log scale, and we also see that as α is decreased the time over which
the optimal drift goes like t−1/2 increases. We postulate that as α → 0, the form of the
time-dependence will converge towards t−1/2 over the whole interval. In figure 5.6(b)
we look at the initial values of the drift velocity, v(0), again as a function of the fitness
parameter α. In the way we’ve formulated the problem this is the primary quantity
of interest since it corresponds to the actual decision being made at the present time.
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We see that the approximate analytic solution which we derived begins to break down
significantly around α ≈ 10−2 , predicting a much larger initial value than it should do.
Finally, on the other axis we plot the probability of dying (at the end of the interval,
i.e. at t = 1) under the numerically obtained optimal drift velocity, again as a function
of α. The behaviour we see is fairly intuitive in the sense that as α → 0, i.e. as energy
becomes essentially free, the particle never dies, and as α → ∞ the probability of dying
goes towards the same value as that of a passive particle starting at the same x0 (given
by erfc[ x20 ]). The inset plot shows the same thing but with the probability on a log scale
as well, where interestingly we find that Pd (1) ∝ α for small values of α. We suspect
there is a simple analytic argument which could demonstrate that this is to be expected,
but we have not been able to find it.

Figure 5.6: (a) Time-dependence of the numerically obtained optimal drift velocity, as
a function of α (x0 = 0.2 is fixed in this plot). The time-dependence of the approximate
solution (equation 5.43) is also shown for comparison. The inset plot shows the same
behaviour on a log-log scale. (b) A comparison of the initial value of the optimal drift,
i.e. v(0), as a function of α (again with x0 = 0.2 fixed). We also show how it compares
to the approximate analytic solution. On the right hand axis we show the probability
of the particle dying under the optimal drift (and the inset shows this on a log scale,
where it is clearer that Pd ∝ α for small α.)

In figure 5.7(a) we look at the case where we fix α = 0.05 and instead consider varying
the starting position of the particle. Here we plot the initial value of the optimal drift
velocity as well as a best fit to this of the form v(t) =
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c
x0 ,

where c is a constant pa-

Figure 5.7: (a) (left axis) Initial drift velocity v(0) for fixed α = 0.05 as a function of
the initial positions. We include a line of best fit of the form v0 (x0 ) = xc0 , where c is a
parameter we fit. (right axis) The probability of the particle dying under the optimal
drift. Also plotted is erfc[x0 /2], i.e. the probability of a passive particle (v(t) = 0) dying.
(b) Plots of the fitness functional (equation 5.6) given that the particle moves with the
optimal drift velocity, for a variety of α and x0 values. Inset we plot α∗ , defined to be
the point of largest curvature in the optimal fitness vs. α curve, and which provides a
crude way to partition the phase-space.
rameter. The motivation for this is that if we consider that the time for the root-mean
squared displacement due to diffusion to be equal to x0 , this is given by τ ∼ x20 . To
“match” this, we need an average drift velocity vavg such that vavg τ = x0 , i.e. that
vavg ∼ x−1
0 . This gives us a reason to suspect that the initial drift velocity may scale in
this way, and indeed we see that fit is very good. This represents an extremely simple
heuristic which could potentially be implemented by real microorganisms able to detect
the distance to a threat, and which mimics closely the full calculation. The inset plot
shows how the time-dependence of the predicted future optimal drift varies with x0 , on
a log-log scale. We see that with smaller x0 the time-dependence goes like t−1/2 for a
larger fraction of the interval. The right-hand axes show the probability of dying under
the optimal drift, and for comparison we show the value for a passive particle starting
at the same initial position. We see that as x0 → 0 the probability of a passive particle
dying approaches unity quite quickly, but that when we allow the particle to control
its drift velocity this is heavily suppressed (presumably this is mainly because we have
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included a term of the form log(1 − Pd ) in the fitness, which heavily penalises Pd → 1).
Panel (b) of the figure shows a plot of the actual fitness under the calculated optimal
drift velocity, as a function of α, but also for a variety of different values of x0 . If we
identify the value where the derivative of this curve is largest and call it α∗ (x0 ), then
very crudely we can use this to divide the phase-space into two regions; one where the
activity plays a significant roll in improving the particle’s fitness, and one where the
activity is relatively insignificant. This line is plotted as an inset to figure 5.7(b), where
we see that as x0 is increased the region where the activity is significant reduces since the
probability of dying becomes small, even with no drift. Overall we see that this division
looks quite linear. Speculatively we could make an evolutionary argument which says
that a successful organism that can detect a threat at a distance of x should not have a
fitness parameter α that falls too far above this line.
Overall in this chapter we have studied a relatively simple continuous decision making process. We have loosely followed the basic structure for FSM, in which decisions
are made by modelling a large number of hypothetical trajectories. However rather than
explicitly enumerating future trajectories we have instead calculated how the probability
distribution of the particle evolves under an arbitrary set of decisions - and then optimised these afterwards to maximise a particular fitness functional that we argue gives a
rough estimate of the number of paths available to the particle. As such, whether we can
really consider this to be an authentic application of FSM to a fully continuous system
is somewhat questionable. Nevertheless, it remains an interesting problem to study in
its own right. It’s quite possible that the most significant contribution in this chapter
could turn out to be the method which we used to derive an integral equation for j(t),
the first-passage probability density, when we have an arbitrary drift velocity v(t) (or
an arbitrary moving absorbing boundary), as well as the subsequent approximation to
Pd in the limit that v(t) is small enough. These kind of first passage problems appear
in many different contexts, and to the best of our knowledge the approach we have
taken here makes a novel contribution to the literature. For example, geometric Brownian motion[75] is used in the mathematical finance literature with the Black-Scholes
model to model the pricing of options and often involves solving similar first-passage
time problems[76], therefore it is possible our work could find a use in that area.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and outlook
Throughout this thesis we have concerned ourselves with thinking about ways in which
the principle of future state maximisation can be applied to decision making in a variety
of different contexts. Whilst the basic principle is extremely general, and intuitively
we may have a sensible idea of what it means for an agent to “maximise its options”,
in practice applying FSM to complex systems is not trivial. As we have seen, there is
a serious issue with the most straightforward approaches to applying FSM in terms of
the computational resources they require — since making a single decision requires the
modelling of a large number of hypothetical future trajectories. Furthermore, as the
planning time horizon increases the number of potential future states generally increases
exponentially in that horizon time, making the direct application of FSM over large time
intervals essentially impossible. There are also questions about how best to quantify the
degeneracy in potential future states. Whilst the “empowerment” framework[5] provides a rigorous formulation in the language of information theory, it (a) is an extremely
difficult quantity to calculate and (b) can lead to some rather unintuitive results. For
example, consider the definition of the discrete visual states given in chapter 4. Let us
first imagine an (unrealistic) situation where there are only two possible visual states
available at some future time, [0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] and [0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]. Since these are
distinct, the empowerment is log(2) — however we can see that intuitively these states
are extremely similar. If we imagine now the case where the two states are instead
[1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] and [0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1], the empowerment is still log(2), however it is
clear that these two states differ significantly. It seems that in a situation where it is possible to define a metric comparing how similar any two given states are then this should
be incorporated into whatever measure we use to quantify the degeneracy of future states.
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In Chapter 3 we looked at potential ways to address some of these issues. Firstly,
we looked at how if we limit ourselves to studying discrete systems with a state space
which can be described by a graph then there is a simple and efficient way of counting
the number of paths available to an agent involving taking powers of the system’s adjacency matrix. This allowed us to extend the time horizon τ to significantly larger values
than we could by explicit enumeration of future trajectories, and as a demonstration of
this we applied it to solving a maze. Unfortunately, in its current form, this approach
can only really be applied to “toy problems”, since the state space for more complex
systems rapidly becomes too large to handle in this way. We then considered an alternative way to measure the degeneracy of accessible future states in terms of a function
which quantifies how different any two given states are — addressing the issue we raised
with empowerment at the end of the previous paragraph. However, the approach we
take does not have a general, strong theoretical foundation, and it would be nice if it
could be combined with the empowerment framework more explicitly. Finally, we applied this to a simple game where we were able to effectively extend the time horizon
considered quite significantly by supplementing FSM over a short time horizon with a
random search over a longer time horizon.
Chapter 4 represented our primary application of FSM to a more complicated system.
Here we considered a group of agents equipped with simple visual sensors which detect a
projection of the world around them. We found that by each agent individually moving
so as to maximise the amount of control it has over its future visual environment, based
on some assumptions about how the other agents will move, that this induces highly
ordered, robust and cohesive collective motion. This approach differs significantly from
other common models of collective motion in that it starts from a simple, low-level motivational principle and everything else emerges spontaneously. As such, it can be viewed
as FSM being used to explain why agents favour moving collectively, rather than just
how they do so. We also demonstrated that the behaviour which emerges from applying
FSM explicitly can be closely mimicked by a neural network which only has access to
the presently available visual information, i.e. without the need to actually model future
paths. This shows that, at least in this example, that it is possible for the features which
arise from the complicated considerations of FSM to be replicated with a simple heuristic, and it seems plausible that this could be true for a much wider range of scenarios as
well. This ability for the results of FSM to be closely replicated by significantly simpler
heuristics is absolutely necessary if it going to be used to explain behaviour observed in
natural systems, since it is not reasonable to expect animals to do anything similar to
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these kind of calculations themselves. As we went on to look at larger groups of agents,
the spontaneous dynamics which emerged in the continuous version of the model were
remarkably rich — especially considering that we restricted ourselves to working in 2D.
A natural extension of this work would be to consider the 3D case, where we might
expect even more interesting dynamics to emerge. Lastly in this chapter we considered
applying FSM at two vastly different scales — one to control the swarm’s centre of mass
trajectory over a large time horizon and the other over a much shorter time horizon to
motivate the individual decisions. As an example, we showed how this could be used to
guide a swarm out of a simple maze.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we studied a completely continuous decision making process, where
we took time as well as the state/action space available to the agent to be continuous.
Here, a diffusing particle with control over its drift velocity had to choose how to move so
as to avoid a stationary threat. The approach we took differed from any of the previous
chapters in that rather than explicitly enumerating future paths, we instead considered
optimising a fitness functional, arguing that this loosely mimics FSM. We derived an
exact integral equation to solve for the first-passage to the threat probability density for
arbitrary, time-dependent drift velocities, and which we noted could be generalised to
situations with absorbing boundaries which moved as well. We then went on to obtain
an approximate analytic solution for the optimal drift as well as developing a numerical
method to solve for this exactly, again finding that relatively simple heuristics emerge
that are able to produce similar behaviour.

6.1

Ideas for future work

To fully frame FSM as a viable procedure for generating the behaviour of complex, artificial agents there is still much work to do. Being able to prune the future state space
in such a way so as to be able to explore it more efficiently provides a real challenge,
and we need to be able to give a way of either recognising or learning to recognise future avenues which are irrelevant or extremely implausible — and so not necessary to
enumerate. For example, if a human is reasoning about the potential future options
they have available to them they do not have to consider every possible sequence of
micro-actions that they can take, and indeed even if they wanted to, they are not able
to accurately model all of these details anyway. Nevertheless, we are reasonably good
at imagining a set of extremely coarse-grained, but plausible, future trajectories that we
could follow, and these generally become more accurate as we increase our knowledge
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about the environment we’re in. Whilst getting anywhere close to this seems like it would
require a number of different advances there are certain ideas which could be explored
which might be able to steer us in this kind of direction. We discuss some of these below.
One possibility might be to combine FSM with the “options” framework[77], introduced
in the context of reinforcement learning to combat a similar issue in which one does
not want to explore using only long sequences of primitive actions. The idea here is
to generalise primitive actions to include temporally extended courses of actions. As
such, an option < I, π, β > consists of a policy π which provides a probability of taking
any primitive action from any given state whilst the option is activated, a termination
condition β, which gives the probability of the option terminating in any given state
and an input set I which is the subset of states from which the option can be initiated
from. Essentially, an option is a policy which tells the agent how to act until it stochastically terminates according to β, when a different option can be chosen. We can think
of this as a generalisation of a “macro-action”, which is simply a sequence of primitive
actions combined together. Rather than exploring future states in which the branches
correspond to different primitive action choices, the idea here would be to instead consider branches corresponding to choices of different options. The question then would
be, “how should these options be implemented?” In some situations it might be natural
to design them by hand, however we would like a more general approach in which the
options can be learned. One possibility could be to use an evolutionary algorithm[78],
with a fitness based on evaluating the number of possible states that an agent is able
to access. The agents could have a fixed number of potential options they can activate
(each encoded by a neural network, say), which can be adjusted via evolution in order to
alter how they operate. If the resultant agents can be evaluated in some way that gives
an accurate representation of the amount of potential states that they are able to access,
then, naturally, this process should lead to options being developed which give the agent
access to the widest range of possible future states. We could expect that this would
spontaneously lead to the agent learning about structure in the environment, as well as
developing options which are “reusable”, i.e. useful in a number of different scenarios
that the agent may encounter. The hope would be that these things would develop much
more rapidly than if we simply used a fitness based on the agent’s survival alone. We
could also imagine co-evolving a control or “master” policy which selects options in a
given state. This would then be very analogous to hierarchical reinforcement learning[79].
A significant obstacle to this approach is how to actually measure the number of states
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Figure 6.1: A sketch of how we might calculate the empowerment of systems with highdimensional state/action spaces. Here, a policy (i.e. a neural network) takes in the
state of the system Si and outputs an action ai . This action is then passed into the
environment (represented by the green diamond) to produce a new state. The statistics
network (also a neural network) takes a batch of action sequences and final states and
estimates the mutual information, using the technique described in [80]. Since the policy
is a differentiable function, it should be possible to use stochastic gradient descent in
order to optimise π so as to maximise the mutual information between action sequences
and final states, i.e. to calculate the agent’s empowerment.
available to an agent. Obviously this has been a key topic of this thesis, however it’s
likely that none of the methods discussed so far would be particularly suitable here. One
crude approach we could take would be to keep a memory bank of states that the agent
has seen. If a state we encounter is “more different” than some amount , given by some
difference measure we have d(x1 , x2 ) (as in section 3.2), then we add the state to the
memory bank and it contributes to a count. If we imagine initialising an agent many
times in many different realisations of the environment, we could build up a memory of
the states it has been able to reach with its current options/master policy, and use this
to calculate its fitness. It is hard to say how well this approach would work, nevertheless
running some experiments along these lines could be very interesting.
Another idea is to use the recently proposed method called “Mutual Information Neural Estimation”[80], which allows for the mutual information between high dimensional
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variables to be calculated in a much more efficient manner than was previously possible.
It uses the fact that it is possible to write the mutual information between two random
variables X and Y , with values in X and Y respectively, in the following way:

h
i
I(X; Y ) = sup EPX,Y [T (X, Y )] − log EPX ⊗PY eT (X,Y )

(6.1)

T

where T is in the set of functions T : X ×Y → R that have finite values over the expectations. The expectation EPX,Y means that values of X and Y are sampled together from
the joint distribution, whereas EPX ⊗PY refers to an expectation where each variable is
sampled with respect to its marginal distribution instead. The crucial insight is that if
you choose T = Tθ to be an expressive function capable of some generalisation between
states, like a deep neural network (with weights θ), then you can calculate an estimate
for the mutual information by simply maximising equation 6.1 using stochastic gradient
descent on batches of samples of X and Y . The authors refer to Tθ as the “statistics network”. This approach might allow for an accurate approximation to an agent’s
empowerment to be calculated for much higher dimensional state/action spaces, since
empowerment is defined in terms of maximising the mutual information between action
sequences and future states, I(Ant ; St+n ), as described in Chapter 2. A basic illustration
of how this could work is sketched out in figure 6.1. If we take a policy πφ , itself a neural
network with weights φ, which maps every state to the probability of taking each available action, then we can generate batches of action sequences and final states to train the
statistics network on. Of course this would just give the mutual information between
action sequences and final states under the current policy, which will not necessarily
correspond to the empowerment. However, since the policy π is itself a differentiable
function, we can propagate the gradients back through the statistics network to alter the
policy, so as to maximise the mutual information. If this works, it would then give us the
empowerment-maximising policy, which could then either be used directly to explore or
make decisions, or could be used to estimate the agent’s empowerment in any given state.
Finally, another interesting area to explore would be how the approaches we have considered in this thesis need to be modified when we have some kind of variable state
desirability. Although FSM is most naturally applicable to situations where the agent
isn’t trying to achieve a specific goal it is nevertheless easy to imagine situations in
which the agent would still have some prior knowledge about certain types of states
being preferable to others. In this case, rather than purely maximising over the number/density of available potential future states the agent would want to give a different
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weighting to different states. In the simplest case where we are counting “distinct” states
this could be easily achieved — for example we could just define a weighting function
ω(s) that provides a weight to each state s and then calculate a weighted sum over
P
distinct states:
states,i ω(si )1(si is distinct). This could also easily be used with the
average difference measure discussed in Chapter 3 (and used in the continuous version
P
P
1
of the model in Chapter 4) by calculating:
states,i ω(si ) Nstates
states,j d(si , sj ), where
d is the difference measure between states we are using. However, it is not trivial to
see the obvious ways in which the empowerment and causal entropic forces frameworks
would have to be modified to take this weighting into account.
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Appendix A

List of supplementary movies

Figure A.1: SI Movie 1: Examples of some of the successes (and failures) of the method
described in section 3.2.2 applied to a simple game. Here the agent has to plan over a
large number of time steps in order to build itself a shelter in order to survive.
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Figure A.2: SI Movie 2: video showing an example of a swarm which spontaneously
emerges using the FSM approach in Chapter 4. Here we use the nominal set of parameters, N = 50, τ = 4, ns = 40, v0 = 10, R = 1, ∆θ = 15◦ and ∆v = 2.

Figure A.3: SI Movie 3: Convergence to a more self-consistent heuristic. Here we
show side-by-side the first three iterations using the “collective target order heuristic”,
described in section 4.3.
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Figure A.4: SI Movie 4: A side-by-side comparison of the full FSM algorithm (right,
as in SI Movie 1) with the results of running the neural network which was trained to
mimic it (left), as described in section 4.4.

Figure A.5: SI Movie 5: A side-by-side comparison of training a heuristic using a singlelayered neural network vs. using a multi-layered (deep) neural network.
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Figure A.6: SI Movie 6: Results of running the continuous visual state version of the
model, described in section 4.8. The parameters used here are N = 50, τ = 5, v0 =
10, R = 1, ∆θ = 15◦ and ∆v = 2.

Figure A.7: SI Movie 7: Results of running the original (discrete visual sensor) version
of the model, but with N = 500 and τ = 6.
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Figure A.8: SI Movie 8: Results of running the continuous visual sensor version of the
model, with N = 500 and τ = 5.

Figure A.9: SI Movie 9: A side-by-side comparison of the two approaches of making the
swarm turn, described in section 4.9.
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Figure A.10: SI Movie 10: Example of a swarm following a specified trajectory, using
the approach described in section 4.9.2.

Figure A.11: SI Movie 11: Example of applying FSM at two different scales - at the level
of the swarm’s centre of mass trajectory as well as motivating the individual decisions.
Described in section 4.9.3.
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Figure A.12: SI Movie 12: Visualisation of the future tree search of centre of mass
trajectories for a swarm exploring a maze. As described in section 4.9.3.

Figure A.13: SI Movie 13: Example of a swarm following the centre of mass trajectory,
generated via FSM as described in section 4.9.3.
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